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THE KEY

VICTORY

E ARE participating in a globeencircling war. Its o u t m e
will decide the fate of mankind for many generations.
Hitlerism, Nazism gathering to itself all the dark forces of the
world, bids for world domination. It has overrun country after
country. Only in the Soviet Union has it met serious military
reverses and been thrown back on its heels. But the Axis monster
still seriously bids for triumph. It is not yet beaten. It openly
prodaims its intention to subjugate the United States.
Already the vanguard of Axis military invasion has landed
on our Pacific islands, while Atlantic Coast invasion begins with
the eight spia and diversionists caught red-handed after landing
with explosives horn submarines. The United States is ih the
most deadly danger of its 166 yean of independence. It is war,
deadly war, a war of life and death for all nations. It ha* been
truly described as a war of survival.
If Hidirism is victorious, then mankind is thrown back into
the darkness of pre-&tory, human progress of tens of centuries
is wiped out. Our children and grandchildren, with their fellows
over the world, will suffer a slavery worse than anything the
primitive world had known. Fox Hitler is 'the apeman, armed
with the most m d e r n military science, claiming to n ~ l ethe
world.
For us in the United States, as for the peopla of the whole
world, this war has become a People's War of National Liberation. Our very existence is at stake. That is why the obligatory
slogan is: "Everything to win the war! Everything for victory
over the Axis!"
The masses of the people are prepared to take up their tasks
in this war, It is unfortunately true, however, that our country
is not fully organized for the supreme test, that serious obstades
are showing themselves. I do not speak tonight of the short-
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comings in economic mobilization; with all its weaknesses, the
economic side is still the strongest phase af our war effort, thanks
to the labr-management-government joint committees and the
unleashing of labor's initiative in production through the trade
unions. Tonight 1 wish to speak mainly of questions of policy,
d the mobilization of the masses behind policy, of morale, of
those factors which make it pmsibIe for a nation to throw its
full force into the scales of war to win victory.
We must never forget the armaments and materiel oE war
are not enough to win. Arms are only the insuvments of policy.
Without mrrect policy we axe defenseIas though we have arms
a hundred-fold. The Iong and mounting list of mtasmphies
since Aitler took power in Germany are monuments to blunders,
and wealtnessa in poIiy-a hundred times more than to lack of
arma The world has been paying for its lack of guiding policy
with the lives of its youth and the freedom of its peoples.
W e now hold the keys to an adequate policy for winning the
war, Therse keys are: The AmmicamSoviet-British Pacts and
alliance-the buiwark of the United Nations and of world democracy; the Washington and London Agreements to open the
Second Front in Europe and to extend all-out aid to China.
With the N l I m e n t of these historic agreements, we will have a
guiding poLicy for victory.
But this policy must be fought for. The h b r movement, the
entire people must and will support this policy. At thh moment
thiithe nation's policy-must be Eought for in the Congressional
elections. We must have such a Congress as will strongly express
this line of policy. The p m t Congress daes not; after voting
appropriations, it continues politics as usual, worse than the
industrialist or labor leader who continues "bwiness as usual."
The Congressional elections must become a vita1 front ia the
winning of the war. We must have a Congress with the single
thought of turning everything to victory in the war.
With the fall of Hitler the entire ,Axis will be speedily crushed.
Hitler aan be mashed in I gqal With go per cent of Hitler's
force tied down on the Eastern h n t , now is the time to strike
in the West, to open up the Second Front in Europe. That
requires that the United States carry its full share of the battle
A
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-now, not in a year or two. The old and shameful epitaph, 'Too
little .and too lace," must be buried and forgotten. W e must
strike the enemy with all our force and on time. And this ia the
time, this is the mcial year.
There is only m e country as yet pulling its full weight in the
supreme test of war. Only the Soviet Union h thrown everything into the sales. l a e n General Ma&thur said: "The
hopes of civilization rest on the worthy banners of the courageous
Russian Army," he was not inviting us to stand aside and admire
the Soviet Union, waiting for them to win the war for us; he
was calling upon us to emulate the wmpletena of their effort.
When WiIliam Green, in his wholly admirable speech of June
n 2, declared his wholehearted solidarity with the Soviet people,
he was speaking not for the Amerian Federation alone but for
all labor, and above all he was speaking for the United States
to do its part now, in time. The patriotic speech of Green, and
the call of the C.I.O. Executive for cooperation of Amerimn
labor with the Anglo-Soviet Trade Union Council, must now
give rise to the unity d action of the great labor movements of
our countries which is necessary to achieve victory.
I have not the slightest doubt of the ultimate victory of the
peoples over Nazism. But I know that the price of victory in
lives and wealth will be much higher, unnecessarily high, il we
hi1 to achieve EuU national unity in the United Staters in a
mighty effort for victory in 1gqa.
As spokesman for the Communist Party, I declare that we
subordinate every issue to this one imperative necessity of national unity under the nation's Commander-in-Chief to win the
war at the earlimt possible moment, which means at minimum
COSt.

National unity does not come automatically. It must be won.
has many enemies, of whom the m a t dangerow are the
~naskedones. Washington had his Tories and h i e d i c t Amolds
in 1776.1783, Madison had his Federalist defeatists and traitors
it1 181a; Lincoln had his Copperheads and Vallandighmw-today
President R-velt
must deal with the modern version of this
ancent evil-the fifth mIumn, which to its predecesmm is as the
airplane to the ox-cart.
It
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The Mth mlulnn's tilst ant1 no st important job is to undermine and break national unity. To build and maintain national
unity requires us to a w e , isolate, and crush fitler's Mth
column in the United Stat-, with all its dupes and stooges. The
Mth column is Witler'o " s e a t weapon" wirh which he rose to
power, with which he prepared his invasion of one country after
another. It is the weapon upon which Hitler depends especially
to conquer the United States.
I f you want m know who are the fifth column, ask what Hider
wanted most of all to accomplish in the United States in he
past two yean in order to prepare LO conquer us. T h e answer is,
obviously, that Hider most of all wanted to keep apart and
hostile the two most powerful nations in the world, the U.S. a d .
the U.S.S.R., to prevent that fighting alliance of these two countries with England, and, after the alliance had been made, to
weaken and undermine it.
W h o has been the most active creating issues and rousing
sentiments which tended to make more dij3icult the consummation of the alliance of those powerful nations which could seal
IIitlerSs doom? When you answer that question you have the
narna of Hitler's chief fifth columnists in the United States.
And, amazingly enough, we find thm in positions of influence
and prestige, working away quite industriously in a way to
delight the hearts of Hitler and Goebbels in Berlin.
What names would head that list? Each one will have his own
opinion, according to his own observations. Certainly one would
be that of a prominent American ex+tatesman who was chief
organizer in the U.S. of arms for Field Marshal Baron von Mannerheim, whose American-made planes are today sinking American ships off Murmaask. Fantastically enough, the same issues of
the newspapem last week which hailed this person as a most
important advisor on how to make peace (presumably without
victory, for he has no word for that), also report in their news
columns that his protdgd Mannerheim has just visited Hitler to
re-pledge hia fealty and to plan his new attacks against the
Asneriean supply line to the Soviet Union, while Mannerhas
agent Prmpe sits in Washington gathering information for his
chiefs. Thus far are wc from really combating the fifth mlurnnl

-
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Another, if Jets illustrious,name on our list, would bave to be
Congressman Martin Dies. W h o worked so hard as he over y a r s
to the single end of creating every possible obstadc to understanding and agreement between the two great powers w h
unity was and is essential to the safety and survival of each, the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R.? I advise everyone to read and re-read
Martin Dies' book, The Trojan Horse in Am&ca; A Report
lo the Nation.
From the typewriter of the man whom Congress placed in
charge of protecting our country from the fifth column, this
book is the prize exhibit of what the fifth column and its master
Hitler wanted most of ill in this munuy. It is an i m p i o n e d
indictment of the Soviet Union, and of Jaeph Stdin, as the
deadly enemy,practically the only serious enemy, Q£ the United
States. He foresees that the U. S. will join in the war against the
Soviet Union, but not against Germany.
Americans are branded by Dies as "traitors" because they
refused to endorse in advance Mr. DiesJ--and Hitler's-war
against the Soviet Union. Mr. Dies did and wrote werything
in his power to prevent the establishment of the United Nations,
and the U.S.-U.SS.R. alliance, which today is our greates't guarantee of victory over HitIer. Thaw who believed Martin Diesand he has but recently been again endorsed by Congress-must
hoId a deadly fear of our Ally, the Soviet Union, must consider
the alliance an unfortunate accident or great mistake-in short,
must think exactly as Hitler wishes them to think in order the
better to soften up, isolate, and finally conquer the United States
as he has done with unfortunate Fmnce.
Surely Hitler finds Martin Dies' work of more value to his
campaign of world conquest than even the open pmNazism of
LavaI, Doriot, or Quisling, 'bemuse it contributes to confusing
and defeating the greateit prize of all, the U. S. A. It is not for
nothing that the Berlin d o has long praised Martin Dies as
the best authority on America.
Uncover the trail of Martin Diei, and i t wilI lead to most of
the nests of Hitler's agents in the U.S. whose mission is to break
up national unity, thxDw the public into turmoil, sow mapicion
and fear of our Allies, and block the way to an d h u t &rrt to
9

win the war. It will lead to a number of pliticians, publicists,
newspapers, radio commentators, political groupings-and behind tbem Tory indusuialista and finandera, our Amerian counterparts of the German h p p s and Thpens.
My own enforced sojourn fca fourteen month in the solitudes
of GmrgiA was an incidental by-product of the desperate efforts
of world reaction, headed by Hitler, to prevent by all means
the reahtion of the tl.5.-Swiet Alliance which I, as the spokesman for my party, had Iang advocated as essential to the national
interests of our own country as to the whole freedom-Ioving
world.
Today it is the official policy of the U: S. Government that the
defense of the Soviet Union is vital to the national intcrestv ol
the Amerian people. There is much mwit in the thought exp w a recently by Walter Lippmann that Russia reprdIess of
its prevailing regime was always the natural ally of the U. S.; it
is a hundred times true since Russia became the Socialist Soviet
Union.
Today, it is universally admitted that the Soviet Union ut~der
Stdin's leadership-so viciously denounced over the years by the
fifth column-saved the world from Hitler's conquest when it
turned back the Nazi invasion. What MacArthur termled "the
greatest military achievement in all history" saved tile Soviet
Union from slavery, and at the same time gave to Britain and
the United States the possibility of victory, saved civilization

itself.
But today we still have in our U. S. statutes a wl~oieseries of
laws, based upon the assumption that the Swiet Union is the
enemy of civilization in general and of the United States in
particular, and outlawing as "foreign agents" those Americans
who over the years have lookecl upon the Soviet Union as a
friendly powcr and potential ally. These laws were largely the
result of Martin Dies' propaganda, and therefore are shaped in a
way to please and serve Hider. They are the peculiar product of
Hitlw's technique of international conquest. I refer to thc antiComlnunisc laws.
Most persons still ttrink the anti4ommunist laws are to s u p
press some obnoxious and disagreeable, if not dangerous, people
10
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who belong

to a small minority parry and are therefore not of
much importance even if an injustice is being done, I speak
against these laws not as a matter of injustice, but as an injury
to American democracy. These laws and the witch-hunt and

purges authorized by them are a Hitlerite poison at the very
well-springs of American politid and social life. They tear
down the A m o n demomatic electoral system. They are king
u s d to disrupt national unity and hamper the war effort. They
are the insmumenu of HitIer'~hidden invasion of the United
States. They must be wiped out, not in the interests of the Communists, but in the interests of winning the war. Every listher
wilI know £ranhis own experience and oherration the serious
disruption of our democratic processes that comes from the redbaiting ampaign.
From the moment this global war and our participation in it
becarne inevitable, the Communist Party declared for the unconditional subordination of all issues to that one issue of winning the war. We meant, among other things, that our propods
for &Iism
in our country will not be brought forward in any
way that could disrupt national,unity £or the war eifort. It does
not mean, aa some persons have charged, that we advmte that
all redress of grievances should be postponed until the war is
won. A typical and pressing demand for redress of grievances is
that being made by Negro citizens for the removal of dinabilities
and discriminations which have long denied their fuU rights under the Constitution. The Communist Party supports these
demands of the Negro people unconditiondy, and we ddare
that they must be granted now, at once-preckly in the interests
of national unity, of utilizing every p d u c t i w f a , for winning
the war. Support for the war requires support for the demands
of the Negro people, and not siIence on these demands or their
denial.
A leading Negro paper, the NGWYork Age, in its current h u e ,
while recognizing the Communist Party as an outstanding fighter
for N w o rights "until the war," assumes that we are sacriEicing
Negro rights to the needs of the war, and have made our peace
with race prejudice, in order not to come into collision with
Souchern Democrats and their "'white supremacy" dogma. Such
A1
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an assumption is nonsense, as we have always proved by our
work, and can arise only from a m!sunderstanding.
We consider tht "white supremacy" slogan of Southern Bourbons w e of the greatest dangers to the U. S. in rbis war, tending
to drive away from us our allies and potential alIies in Asia,
Africa and part of the Amerim; only as we p v e this "white
supremacy" ideology does not represent the United States can
these allia have trust in w. We consider it necessary to find
immediate remedies to the grievances of the Negroes, in a way
that will help not hinder, the successful prosecution of the war.
This is quite possible, since the Negroes are overwhelmingly
supporting the war, and the Administration has proved its sine
cere desire to work in this directiou.
No, there is not the slightest reason for nrisunderstanding between any Negro leaders and the Communists because of our
support of the war; and we should give no opporiunity for
doubtful forces to speculate with mi~undeerstadngs. In the
course of the war we Americans will wipe out the shame of a
Hitler-like race disairnination among American citizens, the
anti-Negro laws and customs, and thc nervly rising anti-Semitism
along with it.
Just as the blows of war have forced Britain to revise her
whole approach to India, so h e U. S. is k i n g forced. to reco~lsider the p i t i o n of the only "uulljec~ nation" under U. S.
domination-Puerto Rim. We canntbt win a People's War for
National Liberation by aursulves continuing to hold a peopIe in
"subjection." It is a disgrace that our gotrw?lment continua ttr
treat the purest Puerto Rican patriots as "wirninals" and "traitors," just as the British for sn long treated the Irish, with such
dire results for themselves. Let us not, likr the Cripp Mission
to India, repeat the old mistake of "too little and LQO late,"
Puerto Rim is not a mere military outpost of the U. S., it is
above all a Latin American nation. I t must be treated as such,
or we compromise our m m l standing, in a war where morals
and morale play an ever more decisive part.
One final ward; the pacts announced on June I 1, establishing
the Anglo-Soviet-American Alliance, not only decided on the
immediate problems of crushing the Axis. They also, and equally
1P

important for winning the war, outlined P post-war collaboration
for the common tasks of world remmtruction. In the AngloSoviet Pact this is embtdid in a loxmal twenty-year alliance.
This is of enamom significance, o p i n g up a nav era in international relationships, with cansequences we now can only begin
to understand. l t is the complete refutation of all pessimists and
prophets of evil, who would weaken our will to victory now by
picturing disasters to come dter the war. The freedom-loving
nations, whether capitalist like the U . S A or sodalist like the
Soviet Union, or some intermediate forms that may appear, are
pledging themelves to peaceful d t e n c e and coIlaboration
in the p t - w a r world A11 men who deeply desire the full extirpation of N a z h in all its varieties from the world will not only
greet this announced program as an ideal, .but will shape their
every word and deed to helping to bring its full realization
in life.
With full faith in the justice of h e United Nations' cause,
as a People's War of ~ a & n a l Xjbwa~ion;with full faith that
our own m e national interests minude with those of other p m
ples; with pride and c o d d a c e in American labor's mighty contrimbutions to our nation's war: with strict adherence to principle
as the only sure guide to effective solution of a11 domestic and
international problems; with the inspirat ion of the glorious
achievements of our Soviet Ally in this war; with confidence
British and American arms will earn their full share of the glory
of final victory-we join our voices to the call to all Americans:
Unite far victory!
Open the Western Front now and s
d Hitter in r gqz I
Everything for the destruction of the Nazi-Fascist Axis!
(Speech delivered at Madison Square
Garden, New York, July n, rgqg.)

XI. W H E N D O W E B E G I N T O
FIGHT?

A

LMOST ten months after the United States is fully committed to the war a@mt the Axis we are being told that
"the United States is losing the war, period."
b of this war means destruction of our nation and slavery
for our people. Yet we are told that we are losing this war. That
would seem to be a matter to get excited about, something to
call for action.
We m Iming this war before we have well kgm w fight.
Would it not be more a m a t e to say. that we are losing this
war because we have not begun to fight?
What t the matter? Whence comes this seeming paralysis
which keep our tremendous military potential. idle at the moment out fate and the fate of the world are being decided?
Roy Howard, Wearst and the Patterson-McCormicks, the chief
newspaper spokesmen for the modern Copperheads, give the
double-barreled answer that the people are not behind this war
and that the President is bungling it. But they are liars, and they
spread the lies that,pleaae Hitler. The people arc behind this
war to the end, they are ready far every necessary s a d c e , they
are impatient to go ahead. The President is doing the best he
can with advisers who keep jogghe his elbow and holding back
his ahn; he can only be eriticiaed for hesitating to sweep these
michief makers out of his councils, and for failing to crack down
on the defeatist newspapers.
Let us frankly £ace the fam, however, that the defeatist poison
penetrate and tends to paralyze the war polides of our government in Washington. We must learn how to l w t e the seats of
this poison, in order to eliminate them.
L m k first of all a t the Pacific front. Our armed forces in the
Pacific have already demonstrated that they have a fighting spirit
fit for any task given them. But what about the polides which
direct the fighting spirit? They are not yet seriaus fighting war
policies!
'4
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X charge that powerful appeasement forces in zhe State Department in Washiagton are deliberately withholding one million
of the most d h i v e soldiem in Asia, keeping them out of the
fight W s t the Japanese, and thereby relmsing that many
Japanese soldiers for action against our boys in the South Pacific.
I charge that it is on the advice of reactionary officials in the
State Deparunent that Chiang Kai-ahek is keeping hk best
armies out of the war. The army under General H u C h q h a n ,
with 40,- troops, is engaged not in fighting the Japanese, but
in bIockading the Chinese Eighth Route Army in the north and
northwest, and hampering that army in its fight against the
Japanese; the atmy under General Tang En-po, with g m , m
troom is engaged not in fighting the Japanme but in blacking
the Chinese New Fourth Army in central and eastern China, and
hampering that army in its k h t against the Japanese.These two
Chinese armies, the best equipped and mined in all China,
totaling almost a milIion men, are being m&ed to blockading
the Chinese Communist armies and territories, because the State
Department in Washington has informed Chunglring's repmentatiws that our Government would be displeased if complete
unity was established in China between the Kuomintang and the
Communists. Thae officials continue the old policy of "war
against the Communists" in China, they tell Chungking it must
continue to fight the Communists if it wishes U. S. friendship,
and they thereby accept responsibility for withdrawing a miUion
Chinese troops £rum the war againat Japan, and keep China back
from full unity in this war.
What suicidal nonsense is this, by which persons who speak for
our own government keep the best Chinese tightas out of the
war and m a t e a gap which must be filled by a million American
boyd
This is not a way to fight a war of survival, this is a sure way
to continue to lose the war.
Our attitude toward Europe is equally ambiguous. Our State
Department continues to do business with Mannerheim Finland,
Fmnco Spain, and Vichy France, three puppet regimes of Hitler,
to feast the mpraentativtx of these Nazi agencies in the highest
Washington miety, to send iital materials to them, and to
'5

appease them in every way while they conduct active war againd
the United Nations.

This two-faced attitude
the State Department toward
Europe finds its bighest expression in the campaign being waged
through the defeatist press against the opening of the Second
Frwt in Westem Europe. Of course it is impossible to carry on a
policy of appeasement of Mannerheim, Franco and Laval, and at
the same rime energetically prepare the immediate Second Fmnr
in Europe. Find those figures in our government who push
through this appeasement policy, and there you will find the high
opponents of the Second Front. They aw the men who keep our
men, guns, phnes, and tanks in idleness while our fate is being
decided at Stdingrad, where men, women, and Wdren hold off
the full might of a Nazi-occupied Europe without counting the
a
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cost to themselves,
The only way to stop losing this war is to #beginseriously to
6ght it. And to fight it we must overcorn: the influence of Mun-

i d s m , of appeasement, of defeatisni, in the United States itself
Tbis Munieh i d u e n c e is not among the peopIe, and it does not
proceed from our Commander-in-Chief; it is entrenched in some
high officials of the State Department, some members of the
Cabinet, in a disorganized Congress, domiaaterl by a dique of
Vandenbergs, Wheelers, Bmkses and Dieses, several powerful
industrialists, and above all, in the newspapers of PattersonMECOrmick, Hearst, and Roy Howard, which poison the mind of
the country with defeatism day after day. The people must be
roused and organized in support d the President against this
cabal of the M u n i b e n .
These days we are being shown rhe most astonishing depths oE
depravity to which the defeatist newspapers will descend in their
6ght against the Second Front. I wish to impose upon you for a
few moments to turn the microscope upon an example of this
moral and intellectual rottenness. I pick up Roy Howard's new+
p a p for Sept. 89, where thL defeatist speaks through his hired
sdbbler, William Philip Simms. At the moment of crisis of the
battle of StaIingmd, this misemble voice finds it posasble to whine
that he '"would appreciate a litfle more -ration
from the
Russians." In that phrase we can see the spirit of a Laval or
16
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:Doriot, the spirit rhar rotted our the h e m of the French Republic and delivered that nation over to Hitlerite bodage.
"A little more cooperation from the Rmaians," aies Roy
Xoward through the pen of Mr.Simmsl At such a sound, every
decent American should vomit, in revulsion at the monstrous
thought that t h i s could be America's answer to Stalingrad. "A
little more cmperation from the Rumians," while m i n gentlemen in high places in the United States and Britain a w f u l l y
cakullte the last and final buttons on the uniforms of our boys
which will make it "safe" to throw them into the battle.
Nothing muld h e further from the spirit of America's youth,
in and out of the armed forces, than the rotten defeatism, a p

peasement and cowardice expressed in this slogan of Roy
6- Xciward.
The spirit of our boys in the A m y , Navy, Marines and Air
-

Force is expressed an opposite slogans:
"Let's give some fighting cooperation

to

our heroic Russian

Allies!"

"When do we begin to fight?"
'Open up the Second Front in Europe now!"
Let us not drop Roy Howaad's man Simms, however, without
looking deeper into the cespml of -his mind. What kind of
cooperation does he want from the Russians that'he is not getting
in the most magnificent battle for freedom in all history?
"Perhaps this may require explanation," remarks Mr. Simms.
Indeed it does. And what is Mr.Simms' explanation?H e explains
that he wants the Russians to teach the Amerians and British
how to fight. "The one place really to learn war is in war," says
Mr. S i m , and "Mmmw stiU ref='* to p d t Americans
to learn how to make war in that "one place." That, says Mr,
Simms, h why we have no Second Front. Our bfiers and soldiers
don't know bow to fight and the Russians refwe to teach them!
Therefore there is nothing to do but wait until Tirnoshenko
gets time and leisure to open up a schml for us1
I wonder what American Army officers think of this kind of
argument? I chink I know. I think the vast majority will "give
the works" to anybody who tells them they cannot open up a
Second Front bemuse they do not know how to fight. They have
11

already Learned the great lesson the Russians have laugh1 the
world, ,that the way to fight is to fight, to push aside all the
hesitatom and appeasers and if necaary to shoat them, to go to
hqtttle and put everything you have into it, to engage the enemy,
to kill him, LO get into the battle without delay, to figh~,fight,
and fight againuntil the Hidm Axis is crushed.
Yes, it is true, the one place really to learn war is in war. But
who 3 holding us back from learning war by making war? It is
the Roy Howards, lhc Hcarsts, the Patterson-McCormicks, and
their fellow-appeasers ad one-time friends of Hitler, who now
join together in their obscenc outcries against the Secand Front.
T h e Second Front is che practical rrchooI in whicb British and
Amerimn soldiers wiH learn how to smash Hitlerism. We are aII
learning and will learn from the mighly achievements of the Re& 9
Army and the Soviet people, but we will not allow h e worthy: ,
idea of learning from t l ~ e nto~ be used for the purpw of delaying
our joint action with lhem in a twefront was.
Young people of America have no part or parcel of the appeasement conspiracies. Defeatism is the property of old and corrupt
rcactionaties and their Itired men. No young person could
possibly live in their stifling atmosphere. Young people are parli~~xlarly
immune to the col~nsefsof cowarclice and capitulation.
-4thousand times they prefer to risk their lives in corn-bat with
Hitler's hordes than to risk the living death of the Vichyfied
America, the slavery u[ a Hitlerite world. Our young people are
rlemartding tlrc diance to f1gl1t. They are the frorlt lines of the
movement for a Second Front now. They will not permit their
future and the future af tile wmld to be gambled away by the
Munichmcn of appeasen~entand defeatism. They waht to know:
When do we begin to fight?
The Young Coml~tanistLeague, dedicating lotlight its service
Hag,Jtas as high a percentage of its members in the armed forces
as any group of Americans. And this is not the f l x i time the
Young Communists have given heit best members to the armed
struggle against the Axis. Not less than me-third tjf tlw Lincoln
Battalion, com;lx>serl of Americans who gave their lives to stop
the Axis in Spain in 1936 to 1938, were from the Young Commun i s t League. 'Tllis first Anlerican expeditionary force against the
18

Axis, defending the Spanish Republic Erom the Hitler assassins,

gave their lives in order to prevent the present war; if their warn*
ings and their example had been heeded and followed, the Axis
would have been broken before it could challenge the entire
world. But their blood was not spilled in vain. They left an
imperishable and glorious tradition, fully in the spirit of the
Stalingrad of today. T h e y helped to hold the Axis hordes outside
the gates of Madrid for thirty-two months. They were fully
representative of the youth of America today, a youth which is
ready and eager to strike Hitler's gangs now in Western Europe,
and guarantee that they will not have to stop them on American
soil later on.
There is no room for any issue in our cuuntry today except the
issue of how most quickIy and efEectively to crush the Hitrerite
Axis. There is no room for partisanship or spedal interegt6.
There must be national unity of all men and women regardless
of ram, creed, or class, who are ready to subrdinate all dw to
victory. There must be international unity among all the United
Nations, who win or lose, stand or fall, together. And at this
moment all this is summed up in one issue, whether our country
oan meet the crisis qE war with honor, whether we win through to
£reedom, or go down into slavery, whether we have the quality of
victors or whether we shall be shamefuIly defeated without even
having fought-alI this is summed up in the one issue of the
immediate opening of the Second Front in Europe.
We ask our Commander-in-Chief: When are we going to fight?
(Excerpts from a speech dcliuwed
to Young Communist League Rally,

New

I

York,

October

a,
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. AN INTERVIEW W I T H
SUMNER WELLES

I

October 4' I made c h q w that persons
designated as "reactionary ofkials in the State
the maintenance of a situation
'9

N The Workm of
whom I
IDepartment"
were encouraging

in China harmful to the war ebrt of our country and its allies
I spoke of strained relations between ~uomintkgand Cornmunhta, resulting in the immobilization of Iarge numbers of
i
che best troop of that country.
upon me invitation of ~ r 3-a.
W-, the Under
my of State, I visited him in his office on October lo, in company with Mr,Robert Minor, and heard from him, and from
Mr. LauchZin Currie, Administrative Assistant to the President, I
a detailed refutation of my charges in this respect. The infoma- '
tion received fmm Mr. Well- and .Mr.C d e convinced me
that my c b g m had h e n made on the basis of incomplete .
information. I believe it is established that no responsible oftickd ,,
of the State Department is contributing to disunity in China,
and that the policy of the U. S. Gwernment is being exerted
in the opposite direction.
I am thedore more than happy to retract those charges without m a t i o n . What I had thought of as a heavy door that
needed pushing open proved to be but a curtain of lack of information. Since many persons in the U. S. and in China also
are without that information which I lacked before visiting Mr.
Welles, I believe our war &ort will be benefited if I make
public that portion of Mr. Wellea' remarks which was given to
me in written form.
Mr. Wdelles' memorandum follows:

i

I

"With regard to the speafic 'charge that it is on the advice of
reactionary ofiicials in the State Department that Chian Kai&ell is keeping his best armies out of the war,' the sim fe fact
is that the nearest approach to 'advice' given by any
dals in
in t k h mntext has been an expression
that civil strife in China, at dl times unfortunate,
ecially unfortunate at a time when China is ens t r u le of self-defense against an armed
o this expression of opinion was that
the Chinese Government should uy to maintain peace by
rocesses of conciliation between and among all oups and
Pactions in China. And [he course which Chlang
i*eL has
been pursuing is not 'keepin6 his best amnia out of the war.'
Roth the armies of the Nat~onalGovernment and the 'Corn~nunist'armia are fighting the Japanese. No Chinese armies are
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active1 e
in e1offensive operations apinsic the
~ a ~ a n
mm, pimimy,t6ar there is la*
10
Chinese armia types and amounts of equipment whch are
essential to such operations; but this situation IS one which bath
the Chinese Government and the American Government are adeavoring to m e d y as q u i ent b e a m available.
~
"Wih *regardto the speci c charge that 'the State Department
in Wash~ngtonhas informed Chungkin$u repmenmtrves that
our
vernment would be dbplcased If complete unity was
FatabLed in .China between the Kuomintsng md the Communists,' what this statement all
$t the exact op ite of the
fact. The State Department in ashington has at
times taken
the position, both in diplomatic contexts and publicly, that the
United States favors 'complete unity' among the Chinese pcople
and dl groups or organizations thereof.
"With regard to the specific charge that 'these officials continue
the old poll of "war against the Communists" in China,' this
government as had no such licy, either 'old' or new. This
government haa in fact v i e w z w i t h skepticism many alarmist
accounts of the 'serious menace' of 'Communism' in China. We
have, for instance, as is publicly and well known, &dined to be
moved by Japancontentions that presence and maintenance
of Japanese armed force in China were and WOUMbe desirable
for the purpose of 'combating Communism.'
to the specific chaqe that officials of this government tell hungking it must contlnue to fight the Communists
if it wishes United States friendship,' the simple f a d is that no
officials of this government ever have told Chungking either that
it must fight or that it must continue to %ht the 'Communists';
this govmment holds no such brief; t h s overnment desires
Chinese unity and deprecates civil strife in ehina; this gwcmment treats the government of China as an equal; it does not
dictate to the government of China; it dom not make United
States friendship contingent; i t regards unity within China,
unity within the United States, unity within each of the countries of the United Nations group, and unity among the United
Nations as utterly desirable towards effectively carrying on war
s t the Axis powers and toward mation and mamtenance
x n d i t i o n s of just peace when the United Nations shall have
gained the victory w h c h is to be theirs."
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IV. H O W THE PRESS TREATED
T H E WELLES M E M O R A N D U M
dailies
IcallyHAVE

been astounded at the way the great metropolitan
of New York treated the well-considered and historivaluable words of Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles
con~mingChina.
Mr. Welles had given a statement on American foreign policy
of the most tremendous and far-reaching sigdiance; I gave the
statement to the public through the newspapers, accompanied
by a little incidental thing, that Browder had retracted some
charges which had been based upon the absence of such a clarification before, and that in the light of this declaration the
& q e s had to k withdrawn. 'I'he newspapers thought that my
retraction of charges was very important and merited considerable space, but the declaration d policy by the Under Secretary
of State was thrown into the waste basket.
I don't understand that scale of values hecauw whatever one
may think of thc individi~als involvd, Mr. Sumner WeIles
speaks for the greatest governmental power in the world and I
am spokesman only lor a minority party. Well, that is only one
of the strange and queer things which o w press g i v a US every
day. I don't know whether they threw Mr. Welles' statement
into the waste bmket bccausc they didn't understand the significance or because they did understand and disapproved. Maybe
it was both-those who didn't understand its impartancc: threw
it into the waste basket, and hose who did understand didn't
want anyone else to knaw of it. But it is an important statement.
1 don't know how many of you read it; I know no one has read
it wh'o doesn't read he Daily Works,:
As Mr. Welles says, the policy that he statcs in his mcmorandurn is a policy which comes directly out of the Hes of the Stare
lhpart~ncnt,in the regisrrition of declaration after declaration
of thc Arl~ericanGovernment. But while this policy is not new,
it is not generally known, and this memorandum is new; m~ning
at this moment. it deepens and unfolds that policy of Amerim
which was latent before, which was implied before, but rvhich
P*

now is more than implied; it has been publicly stated, and by
being stated at this moment becomes active where before it was
not active.
What does Mr. Welles say? Both the Nationalist Government
and the smmlled Communist armies are fighting the Japanese,
that is, that both together form a part of the forces of the United
Nations; that the C h i n e Government arid the American Government are preparing to arm adequately all of these forces for
the war against the Axis; chat the State Department would be
pleased and the United States Government would be pleased if
complete unity was established in China berween the Kuomint a w and the Communists. The form in which he states this is
thay it is tbe opposite of the truth to say that the State Department would be d i s p l e d . The positive form is to say that the
State Department would be pleased if the Kuomintang
- and the
~ommuiistswouId completeiy unite.
There are many people in Chungking of all parties who must
have been made happy to read that authoritative declaration
that the powerful United States would be pleased if they will
unite the Kuomintang and the Communists and dissolve the
situation that keeps one or two million of the best soldiers
immobilized.
Mr. WeIIes says that this governnlent is very skepticd of the
so-called menace of ~omm;nism; he savs that this d e d
menace is an instrument of the Axis to deieat us in this war; he
says that it is in the interests of the United States as well as the
interests of China completely to unify that country, and speafically unify the Kuomintang and the Communists. He says that
this is a general proposition of American policy in this warthat the Unittxl States regards unity within China, unity within
the United States. unitv within each of the countries of the
United Marions g m u p &d unity among the United Nations as
utterly desirable loward effectively carrying on war against the
Axis powers and toward creation and maintenanm of conditions
of a just peace when the United Nations shall have gained the

,

victory wbich is to be fllcira. That ie the kind of unity, &at m-

plete, al1-embracing unity that he hopes China will achieve, that
he recommends for the United States and for aU the United Natior~sand among the United Nations.

In the face of such a ddaratio~lI was more than happy and
did not hesitate one second to respond instantly to Mr. Welles
that L accept4 his words as valid without reservation and that
I would take thc first opportunity to make this as broadly known
as possible and I would correct any falw in~pressionsthat might
flow out of'the speech I made on October n. My statement to
the press was carrying out that engage men^ which I underlook
with Mr.Welles, which I did with a whole heart and w l y without reservations.
1 wars able to accept this statclrlcilt withoot ~.cservalionsbemuse I know we are living through a moment in history when
words such as this, once they arc uttcwd, ncvcr can cease to haye
effect on ma1 life, Because these are not mere wards. They are
not the products of wishes and ideology. They are the product
of the iron necessities of this war, if we expect to win it. They
are the beginnings of a realization of a win-the-war policy for
Amaira, including the State Department, that we are in a war
which we must lose if we do rmt h d the correct policies, if rve
do not mobilize every available force in this war, if we do not
stop o~iccand for all this sinister and suicidal h o b i l i z a r i o n of
our own forms. If we do not throw everything we have into this
war, wc may lose it, and that consciousness is foqing a f o r e i ~
policy for Aur country which is bringing out and aeveloping
all the unused latent implications of the democratic phrases in
which our nation's foreign policy has been stated in the past, I
hut which have not hitherto been fully implemented and have
been saboragd hy crafty reactionary special interests.
M'e arc now bringing all of the democratic potentialities of our
country into active operation, taking them off the paper and
putting them into practice. That process is only the beginning.
We have lar yet LO go, but once that ]wocess is wcll begun, ant1 I
think ii is. i~ wiIl guarantee vicrory f t ~ rthe United Nations in
this war.
(From n sfietc11delir~credat New York Workers School gatkrring October 16, 1g4e.)
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NOW IS THE TIME T O FIGHT
E ARE in this global war, the war which will decide the
fate of a11 mankind. If the Axis wins, there will be no
United States. There will be univemJ slavery.
It is eleven months since Pearl Harbor. Victory must still be
won. We are far from victory as yet and the record of the past
ten months is not one with which Amerim mn be satisfied. Victory requires the full effort of each and all of the United Nations,
The United States is not yet exerting its full effort.
This is your problem and mine and it will k solved only to
the degree &ait you and I take it up and solve it. This is a people's war. It is a United Nations' war and only as we fight it
unitedly with all our AlIiu can we win the victory.
If Hider and his Axis partners can take up his enemies one
at a time, as he has succeeded in doing so far, then there is a
grave danger that Hitler may win the war. This fact does not
seem to be clear before the country as yer.
So far only one of the United Nations is fighting this war with
everything she has. This is the Soviet Union. At Stalingrad and
on the rest of the Eastern Front the Red Army is holding back
the full force of goo Nazi divisions, with a Hitleracupied Eumpe behind them. Hider has only forty divisions of e n d and
third grade troops in Western Europe. And Hitler's troops in
Western Europe are so weak that wen the conquered peoples are
beginning to rise and fight them successfully without any help
from the West.
\#ere are we? Some people are wailing about the lm of a
cup of cofEee. Some are wailing about the hardships of gasoline
rationing. But, mmt important, defeatists are still permined to
go up and down the land virtually unchallenged. They are still
al?mved to stand before the people as candidates- for public of6ce
-men whose ambition it is to negotiate a "peace" with Hitler in
hopes that Hitler might take them in a3 junior partners.
Where are we? There is nothing wrong with American fighters.
They have proved their q d i h w-er
they have had a
chance at the enemy, such as at Batam and the Solomoza Ammia n fighters are as good as any in the world- They're raring to
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go against the centex of the A x b Hitler Gemany. The one
that goes up fmm our army camps, whether in this country
or in England, i s the question. "When do we begin to fight?"
"When do we open up that Western Frortt?"
People who are afraid to fighr and afraid to die are destined
to be sIaves of Hitler. But Americans are not of that b d ,
Ammicans are going to fight. Why, then, are we still sitting on
the sidelines, cheering our heroic Allies of the Soviet Union?
Why aren't we in there fighting against Hitler?
The urgent need of establishing a S m n d Front in Europe in
1944 was pmIaimed simultaneously from Wa&ington, London
and Moscow after a series of conferences and agreements between
these crapitals and centers of the military struggle against the
Axis. The declaration of June 1 1 establhhed the Second Front
in Europe in 1949 as the central strategy of the United Nations.
And yet in the part four or five months we have been partaking
in the strangest debate that this eounuy or history ever witnessed. Most of our newspapers have been debating whether or
not we can or should open up the Second Front in Europe. We
have chains of newspapers through the United States telling us
that the Second Front is impossible, and then when they are
compiled lo change their tune, they tell us the Second Front
must be left to the military '"experts."
America has not yet realized that those who are telling us
that the Second Front ia impossible, or that it must be left to
the military "experts"-who may decide it is impossible-are
telling us that victory is impossible, are trying to prepare the
way to negotiate a Vichy "peace."
One is either for the Second Front, or one is for delay and
eventad capitulation to Hitler. There is no other course. If we
are for victory over the Axis, we must be for the Second Front.
There ia no room for any discussion on this except, possibIy, as
to t h e time and force of the blow. The time is already late. The
time is now, The blow must be powerful and concentrated on
the decisive front in Europe, It must be a concerted blow, coalition war& of aU the United Natihm.
. Examine some of the objections to the Second Front raised
by our newspaper military "experts," the typewriter strategists,
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and others. They declaim against the "popular clamor" for the
Second Front. They say it is unfortunate pmure on our G e n d
Staff which should be left free to make its decision without
pressure.
Who ever before heard of a general s&
which was embarrassed by the expression of the people's demand to fight? A
general staff which wants to fight is always happy when the
p p 1 e and the army durn for action.
A general staff is embarrassed and disturbed when the people
and the army are passive and are doubtful about fighting. It is a
slander against the American General S t d € to say that they are
embarrassed about the demand for a Second Front. I don't believe it. I believe in the majority of the leaders of the Amerian
A m y and I believe that they want to fight just as much as we
want to fight.
W e have known d generals, American g e d , who were embarrassed by the demand' to fight. Lincoln had such a general.
His name was M c C M h . H e marched his armies up and down
for two years and somehow he dwap managed to d e a collision with the forces under Genera1 Lee in the South.

Lincoln complained that McCIellan had the " ~ 1 ~ 5and
"
findy he had to replace him. He had to make several c
h
a
w
before he fin* got Grant in the Supreme Command and found
a general who w
as ready to fight and ready ta lead his army to
victory.

I don't think we have many McCleUans in the United States
Army today. But if we have, I hope President Roosevelt learns
from the experience of Lincoln and doesn't wait two years, but
deans them out right now.
Well, what about the other objections to the demand for a
Second Front? Two weeks ago we had a strange objection raised
in the convention of the American Federation of Labor held in
Toronto. The xepxtsentative of the British trade unions, Jack
Tanner, $poke at that convention on behalf of the British labor
movement and spoke for the Second Front in Europe.
William Grew, President of the A. F. of L.,replied to him and

.. .

disagreed with him. Green said, in &ea, "Yes, we are for the
Second Front-but when it is safe." This is a new slogan for
47

the war-"safety first." I'm ashamed to speak of this. It dishonors
everything in American history. Imagine George Washington
saying he would fight the enemy when he f o d that it was safe.
Imagine Grant or Sherman saying that they would fight when it
was safe. Imagine Douglas Machhur saying that he was looking

I

for a safe place to fight.
No, that is not the American slogan. The American slogan
was better expressed by that hero of our country who said,
"Damn the torpedaesl FuU speed ahead." . .
While we are rdking here tonight a patriotic American is
speaking over a nationwide hookup. His name is WendelI Will-!
kie and he is expressing some views on this subject. Willkie is(
not a military expert. H e is a prominent civilian, a political;
leader. H e may be a Wall Street executive, but this war is! I
bringing workers and capitalists together on many of rbe vital!
questions of the war.
Wmdell Willkie has bem speaking 'the mind of the commonr
p p l e of all the .world when he d e d for the Sew,nd Front and
said, in his quaint H d e r way, it might be necessary to prod
the d i t a r y gentlemen a little bit.
The peoples of the United Nations understand today that the
Second Fmnt is the keystone to victory. It is the keystone to the
general offensiveof the United Nations against the AGs to dush
it and bring this war to a speedy conclusion. The masses of the\
occupied countries are already rising up to create a Second Front: I
of their own. They got tired waiting for ua Are we going to; ,
join them? Or are we going to sic it out a while longer, until:
Hitla suppresses theh risings ag-ain? .
W h o is responsible for our slowness and deIays? The Chicagor
Tribune will tell you dl our troubles m e fxom the President.
But it is not the President who is responsible. It is that coalitionr '
of Copperheads in the United Statm who have been jogging rhti
President's elbow, pufling his coattails and stepping an his feet. to make it dif6mlt if not impossible to c.arry on this war. It is,
men like "CurIy4'Brooks, the candidate of the Chicago Tribune,,
like Ham Fish, VandenMartin Dies, Hewer and their ilk,
who are obstruaing the opening up of the Western Front, who?
arc mdan@q om national war &on and victory.
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And t h e ~ emen follow the line of the Copperheads of 1862,
!whom& d W t i m for Xjnmln and who, through their repre'sentative, McClellan, at the head of the Union army, gave vietory after victory to the Southern slaveholdefs. They mated disuust and dissatisfaction in the North. And thm they went out
and asked the dissatisfied people to vote for hem. T J q claimed
they would "change" thin@ in Washington, that they would
"prosecute" the war more effectively. And the Copperheads carried the elections in 1862 with this kind of trick.
The modern Copperheads are trying to repertt the same trick
eighty years later in the midst of this war of national survival
and I i h t i o n . They who are responsible for ohsaucting the war
&ort try to p&acethe respomibility for their obgtruaion and
dissension on she President and on dt those win-thewar forces
who have been trying to go fonvard.
This is why we must redouble the people's efforts to defeat
the defeatists, apedally now on November 3, This is why we
must strengthen national unity around our C o m m e - i n c h i e f
and press forward for the establishment of the Second Fmnt in
Europe now. This is the supreme need and task of the hour.
I t is the key to victory, the key to developing the alliance of the
United Nations, the key to winning the "century of the common
mart."
(Excerpts from n speech delivered in the Civic
Qpera House, Chimgo, October 26, 1942.)

VI.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF
SOVIET POWER

HIS twenty-fifth anniversary of the establishment of Soviet
is
to the most profound change of the attitude
the
States as a whole toward tbe U S S R .
and its great leaders. For the first time there is almost universal
understanding of tbe Soviet Union as a stage in the rise of mankind to higher avilizatiarr. Thm is a high and rising evaluation
20

power witness
T
of the people of
United

(11 the Soviet Union as the most powerful friend and ally of the
United States. And there is love for and gratitude toward the
Soviet Union as the power which has so far saved this country
and world democracy from destruction by the Axis aggressors.
Nothing. in modern history has so profoundly stirred the
American m a w s as the heroic defense of Stdingrad. A m d a m
know their own fate is being decided in that battle. Americans
are ashamed that the full force of our own country has not yet
been thrown into the scale through the opening of the Western
Front in Europe. For the great mass of Americans now understand full well that they can emerge from this war a free people
only if they fight this war as a part oE the United Nations, sidc by
side with the Soviet Union, in fulI partnership, unitedly sharing
its costs and burdens in full as they wilI jointly share the fruits of
victory.
There are still some reactiottary diques in America which
chng to their old dream of helping to destroy the Soviet Union
a d making partnership with Hitler in dividing up the world.
They are not large in numbm, but they are powerful. They axe
the most bbter opponents of the Second Front and are the advocates of a negotiated "peace" with Hitler. They still dominate
much of the American newspaper world. They represent some of
the most powerful industrial monopolists in America. Their inAuence holds back the immense potential power of the United
States, and prevents it from being thrown into full action to
smash Hitlerism now. But these native American fascists are
rapidly losing their power over the nation, and have already lost
their control over the minds of the people.
The American people and government are committed to alliance with the Soviet Union for this war and Eor the post-war
period. American patriots wiU not tolerate in public M e any
expressian that rum counter to this will of the people. This is
being demonstraed more and more every day in a thousand
different ways. The Soviet-American alliance has been confirmed
in rbc hearts and minds of the American masses, On Mov. 7 it will
be the entire nation which celebrates the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the rise of the Soviet Union, including the oficial leadership
of the United States as well as the masses of the people.
.3O
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This does not mean that the United States has turned or is
turning to smialism. Such an interpretation would be radically
false. There is no intimation in the United States of a mass
abandonment of its mpitalist system of economy and society.
There is the general belief that if the United States rises to its
tasks in this war, and hlfills its responsibilities in the crushing
of Hitlerism. it will go into the post-war period as a capitalirr
nation.
But this also is no contradiction to a further fact that the
An~ericanp p l e are beginning to understand that the socialist
society of tht Soviet Union is thc source of its unparalleled
achievements in the war which restored for the United Nations
the perspective of victory. Socialism, even though not generally
accepted for the United States, is no longer Imked upon as something alien and hostile to b e -4merican way of life, which was
the view which had long prevail4 over the minds oi the great
majority oi Americans.
On the twenty-fifth birthday of the Soviet Union the Ameri-'
call working class and people are more and more raising their
iwiccs to demand an immediate &ensitre on the Western Fmnt
against Hitlerism. Wendell WilIkie expreaes, on this issue, the
sentiment of the American masses, who believe that Presideni
Roosevelt is fully committed to the same demand and are ready
10stren~~hen
his hand by all means, so that all restraining
- and
hesitating. influenws can Anally be brushed aside.
Amerians want to fight. They want to fight in full cmrdination with the Red Army, wbich they respect and love. They want
to fight n m . They will never forgive those groups and individuals responsible for holdinp them back so long fram the
fight. Such is in truth the spirit of the great majority of Americans as we come to the historic date of November 7.
For the Anierican people the date November 7 t d e s its place
alongside of our own July 4, as part of the same forward mo\.c
ment of the human race. lust as Americans have alwavs affirmed
the llniversal significancg of our revolution of l t j 6 and of
George Washington, so now we have come to recognize the universal validity of November 7, thc Soviet revo1ution of 1gr7 and
Joscph Stalin,

'

'

In the fires of che common war against H i t l e r k in the blood
of the k t som of b t h cuuntries given to a common awe, in
the gathering of the peoples of the world into the United Nations, in the find winning of victory through joint struggle, chis
Americanhiet friendship and alliance wilI be m fully sealad
that it will' be a great fortress for the dwtive security and
progrm of all peoples in the post-war world.

(The Worker, November 8,

1'11.
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ONE YEAR SINCE PEARL
HARBOR

the a n n i v e r s q of PearI Harbor. Our
country has been
in the war for almost a year. At
last we have taken
initiative with the blow in Africa. It is a
cot~venienttime for stock-taking, for adding up our accounts,
to see where we stand.
t'
In the Pacific, after many catastrophes, we have established a
line of defense which holds over months, and have even given a :
sample of magnificent countersffensive action in the Solomons. ;
The totaI 'military score fox h e year, however, r e d @ a staggering lam. We have but a relative handful of land forces in
contact with the enemy, and naval action remains wentially in
the phase of defense and protection of communiation routes.
On the main front, Western Europe, we have as yet engaged
the enemy only in the air, and in naval safeguarding of the sea
mum. We have now secured French Africa from the Axis. In
the course of the first year of war, however, we have not yet
been able to establish that Western European h n t which is the
key to the whole war, the obviously essential measure for victory. ..
The great significance of our move into fia is that it obviously prepares the Second Front-perhaps very soon.
Our k t year of active war, in short, has been a year of improvised defense, and of preparations for war. Now we move '-,
toward ofkasive war.
One great achievement alone stands out in this first year, a I I
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political and diplomatic achievement which laid a firm feudtion for victory--the cementing of the Anglkviet-American
coalition and the formation on that basis of the United Nations.
It is dear that our country entered the war appallingly unpre
pard. It is further dear that we are not yet more than partially
mobilized lor the war.
Our lack of preparation was only incidentally a lack of the
nlatericl of war. It was first of all moral and political unpreparedness. Our national mind, heart, and character were unprepared
and ill-prepared for this Armageddon which deddes the future
of all mankind.
Let us remind oameIves, for a moment, how ill-prepared was
our national mind. We did not,
a nation, know the most
important facts about the dangerous world in which we lived.
We aid not even know the moat simple facts of the relative
strength of the various governments of the world. W e did not
even know that we were ignorant. W e thought we knew, but our
opinion was illusion compounded of misinformation, prejudice,
and wishful chinking. i t col1apsed into dust at the first blows
of war, We found ourselves in war-to-thedeath in a world hi*.
erto completely hidden from our eyes by clouds of illusion. W e
had to begin, painfully and step by step, to reconstruct cornpletely our understanding of the world.
We had thought of France, in alliance with Britain, as the
preponderant military power of Europe. But France, rotten with
treason at the head of the state, collapsed even more swiftly and
miserably than had semi-feudal Poland; the British army was
driven from the continent without iur arms. Hitler conquered all
Europe west of the Soviet Union at lightning speed and nominal
cost. Our "experts" had misled us. The true relation of forces
was the opposite of our opinion.
We had been taught to consider the Soviet Union a weak and
minor power in the ,European constellation. When Hitler invaded the Soviet Union, even after our Government and Britain
had taken their stand in her support, our "experts" told us he
would conquer that country in a fm weeks or months ar most.
But the Soviet Union has alone held up the full military power
of Hitlerized Europe for almost seventeen months now, has
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k illerl or incapacitated A,mo,om of Hi tler's murderous horde;;
and has presrented 11s and our Allies with the possibility of viclory. Once again our "experts' " opinions were proved wrong,
but this time we can be happy that they were wrong.
We bad been taught to sneer at Japan as a military power,
and to look upon the British-Dutch Empire as our stronghold
in the Pacific But after Pearl Harbor, Midway, the Philippines,
rve were astounded to witness a few hundred thousand Japanese
soldiers sweep that centuries-old structure away in a few weeks
and occupy the whole South Pacific from India to the gates of
-4ustralia. Once more our "experts' " opinions turned out to be
but silly illusions, disastrously silly.
More disastrous, however, even than these illusions about relative power, was our confusion as to who were our enemies and
who our friends. W e Americans as a nation helped Hider's
puppet, Franco, destroy the Spanish Republic, the same Franco
whose network of spies, the Falange, works freely for Hitler
throughout the United States and Latin America. We supported
the traitors at the head of France, and continued to do business
with them until last Saturday; we went delirious in our glorification of Hitler's ally, Baron Mannerheim of "poor Iirtle Finland,"
and give his agents the freedom of Washington even to this
moment; and we took this course because, as a nation, we had
swallowed entire the gigantic Hitler lie that the Sovjet Union
was our enemy, We had been morally "prepared'*far war against
the S ~ v i e tUnion, but we had been systernaticaIly "unprepared"
lor the coalition with the Soviet Union by which alone we could
defeat Hitler. We even trusted Japan up to the very hour her
planes bombed Pearl Harborl
Some persons will say: "Why speak of the past? That is all
c11anged now. Why raise dead issues?"
It is necessary to speak of the past, however, because it is not
yet dead. We have, as a nation, revised our wrong opinions, but
only very incompletely. W e have not yet fully learned the lessons of this past. The slogan 'Xemember Pearl Harbor" is important preciseIp because we must still learn the full lessons of
those events.
Allow me to cite a few examples of current continuation of
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this pre-war thinking in illusions instead of reaiity, which leads
to disaster for our nation. In a recent meeting of big industridists in New York to consider war policy, the gove~nmeat'sefforts
to organize and plan the war eaanorny were denounced aa
"socialism," and the chairman summed up the sentiment of thase
present by'saying:
"If we're going to come out of this war with a Marxist brand
of national s o & l i m then I say ne tiate the peace now and
bring AdoIf over here to run the ow. He knows how. He's
eficienr. He can do a better 'ob than any of us and a damned
sight better job than Rmseve t, who is nothing but a Left-wing
bungling amateur."
Here we have a simon-pure American example of the same
treason that destroyed France. And it is deeply embedded among
the big industrialists who control our war economy. This is not
representative of dl American industrialists (for example, at the
meeting mentioned, the direct Morgan and Rockefeller interests
did not join in these treasonable expressions) but it does represent the business-as-usual capitalists who are fighting against the
essential planning of the war, and who are responsible for the
present economic chaos. If they must submit to governmental
authority for the war, they call that "mialism," and prefet the
defeat of the United States and its conquest by Hitler.
Cledy, all such talk about the "danger of socialism" is merely
a cover for deleatism bordering on treason. The recent Report of
[he Tolan Committee to the House of Representatives, on October 20, proposes a complete1y centralized national administration
of industry and manpower, working upon a single plan for victory in the war. Its proposah are embodied in the Kilgore-Pepper
Bill in the Senate and the Tolan Bill in the House. The committee bluntly declares that "our war effort is in jeopardy," that
"this war can be lost in Washington," if such a central adminirt
tration is not established. The committee is mpgsed of conservative Democrats and Republians, with not a "Left-wingerb'
among them. Indeed, Congressman Bender of Ohio, supporting
the report, complains that "some points are not made strong
enough." And Mr. Bender, leader of the old-line Republican
Party of his state, is a confirmed anti-New Dealer, but clearly
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moved by one single consideration-patriotism, the will to victory in the war, which he sees is in p v e danger unless the Tolan
Committee proposals are adopted and carried out mergetieally,
Indeed, the T o h Committee proposals are truly natiod, and,
desexve the support of capital equally with that of labor, of the
farmers equally with that of the ma11 industrialists, businmmen and middle dams. It shows the only way in which our
economy can be m o b i l k l to meet the s k i & of all-out war
without a breakdm, But our b u s i n e s ~ w u a lindustrialists,
who cannot abandon their old pwwar prejudice, ftght these
proposals to the death, and are ready to surrender our country
to Hitler mther than see them adopted.
T h e patriotic men and women of all dasses must unite to
save our country from such influences, and thereby save it from
destruction at the hands of Hiderism. Victory in the war is the
single over-riding consideration that must govern everyone alike,
regardless of what sacrifica m a y be demanded to that end. Such
proposals as those in the Kilg-Pepper
and Tolan Bills must
be supported by all, whether they are adopted by the Executive
or by Congress.
Another example of this prewar thinking which damages our
war elfort is the ompaign of certain newspapers about a sup
posed "menace of Carnrnunism*' in the United States. T h i s campaign takes the form of saying: 'Yea, we are allies of the Cornmunht-Id Soviet Union, and that is aL1 right; but we must all
the more suppress the Communists here at home, for h e y are
not allia, but dangerous enemies."
Now, it is unfortunately a t i U m e that most persons do not
see how dangerous this argument is, they do not see where it
Ieads; they see that American Communists are a very small
minority in the country, and think it makes little d s r e n c e
one way or the other Ithe Communists are suppressed. But this
argument is equally as dangerous for our war effort as the openly
pmHitler arguments before quoted. This danger is not only
in that it endorses HitIer's central slogan that he is the savior of
the world from the "Communist menace." It has immediate,
concrete results that help Hitter in a maitary way. N l o w me
to show a few.ofthese results to you.
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Look at China. The Chinese Republic is greatly weakened
today in face of the Japanese invaders by the fact that ia unity
is incomplete. There are two powerful parties, the Kuomintang
or government party headed by Chiang KaEshek, and the
Chinese Communist Party, which lea& two powerful annia in
semi-autonomous regions; the two parties, after years of civil
war, patched up a truce in 1937, a kind of national unity, in
face of the Japanese invasion, but their relations remain very
much strained. The Kuomintang has, an at least one occasion,
deliberately prevented the Communist-Ied armies from indicting
a heavy defeat on the Japanese, b e o w they were more afraid
of "communhm" than of the Japanese invaders. Today two of
the strongest Chinese Kuomintang armia are occupied in blockading the Communist-led armies instead of being used against
the Japanese.
All this injures not only China, but also the United States:
our government, helping China, does not like to see its help
wasted in internal strife between Kuomintang and Communists.
But when Americans speak to Chinese leaders about this, and
propose to end this senseless quarrel within Chipa, they are
answered: "But you also, in your own country, take exactly the
same position against the Communists that we take in our
country. We are only following your example. If it is necessary
for you to fight the Communists so strongly, where the Communisu are weak, how much more necessary is it for us to fight the
Communists here where they are strong?'
Our government has but recently made a serious efEm to
influence the Kwrnintang to make a real peace with the Communists, so that the war can be strengthened against Japan by
a million or two of the best soldiers in Asia; but it is greatly
.to be feared rhat thipl appeal will not be succedul, because the
Chinese do not take it seriously when over the same wires they
get news that the U. S. Government is trying to deprive American Communists of their citizenship on the argument that it is
impossible for them sincerely to swear allegiance to any p v m *
ment exmpt a Communist one, and when American newspapets
continuany shriek about the "menace of Communism."
Thus, by our own example at home, we are directly con37
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triburing to the situation in China, where two group of Chinese
armies are watching each other suspiciously and taken away
from the struggle against japan. In the further course' of the
war, if this is not chuged, hundreds of thowands of Amerian
h y s will pay with their lives for this stupidity.
Or let us rake another example, Yugoslavia. Two
have
been fighting against the German' and Italian invaders, the
Partisan Volunteers Ted by a united front of aU popular parties,
induding the Communists, and the Chemiks headed by General
Mikhailovich and supporred by the Yugoslavian Cabinet in
a d o m Recently we learned that Mikhailovich was fighting
against the Partisan Valuntm, on the pretext that he had to
"suppress the Communists," and had entered into treasonable
relations with the Italians for tbat purpose.
T h i s is a terrific blow against the United Nations, and fox the
Axis, and the Yugoslavian Cabinet is itself sharply divided on
the issue. But Amerian newspapers, trained in the necessity for
"suppression d the Communists,'* unquestionably support Mikhailovich and deny his treason. The American Government is
seriously disturbed by this development, but not our newspapas,
who know, wirhout investigation, that anyone suppressing Communists must be in the right. And when Amerimn xepreserrtatives fly into Yugoslavia to ask MikhaiIovich to stop fighfing the
Communists and to fight Germans and Italians instead, the wily
general will probably read to them a copy of Attorney-General
Bidde's decision on the Bridges case. Thus Hider continues to
be strengthened militarily in Europe by the "anti-Communists"
in the United States.
Now let us take a look at France. Sooner or later, and we must
hope sooner, Britain and America are going to open up the
Second Front, and hundreds of thousands of American boys
w 9 be fighting to the death with German troops on French soil.'
W e are already calling upon Frenchmen to rise and help throw
out the Germans. Conservative correspondents have united in
the judgment that the only p o l i t i d party in France that hamaintained its organization and extended its influence despite
German and Vichy suppressions is the Communist .Party of
France. When our boy ga into France are we going to h u e
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the slogan to the French people: "Arise to throw out che Germans and supprew the French Comunists"? If we do we are
simply going to help Hitter again as we have stupidly been
doing ever since he emerged from his Munich bierstube. For the
French Communists are an m n t i a l and invaluable sector of
the coming French Army of Liberation. They will be as good
fighters on our side as are the Russian Communists.
Lf we really want to smash HitIer's Axis and do it as quickly
and dciently as possible, we need the Communists of China, of
Yugoslavia, oE France as our alIies, even M we need the Communists of the Soviet Union. Yes, we need the Communists of
the United Srates also for victory, and the Communists of all
lands, not least within Germany itself, where the Communists
are hard at work preparing to blow up the Hitler regime from
within.
Let's see how Hitlds slogan of the "menam of Communism"
works close at home, I have a memorandum dated July 23, I*,
circulated in Detroit among management and labor circles by an
important oflicial, which contains the following paragraph:

"l'here are many Cornrnunidtsr in the plants and they cannot
be trusted since their attitude is like1 to be guided by whether
Russia remains in the war on the si e of the United States, or
not. Russia may or may not remain an ally of the United States.
She deserted the Allies in the last war and may do it again in
this war!'

B

Here we have the dearest example of the political signl6mnce
of the "antiCommunist crusade" as it is carried on in the
United States. This is the sort of stufE Radio Berlin spreads w
Britain and America, and against which our government has
warned us many times. It spreads suspicion and distrust against
our most powerful ally, the very one which restored to us the
perspective of victory by singlehandedly stopping the Hiderite
hordes. It sows disunity and suspicion among the war workers,
and throws doubt upon the patriotism and loyaIty of every one
who expresses friendship and admiration for the Soviet Union.
It strikes directly against the most zealous guardians of our war
production in the plants. In every way this kind of thing is doing
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Hitler's work in Ameria, just as surely as his agents who landed
from U-boats with explwlves not one half so dangerous as this.
We are in this war as a part of the United Nations, at the
head of which stands the coalition of Britain, the Soviet Union,
and the United States. We can win this war only if we tight it
as a United .Nationsswar.
We are now catering the stage of active fighting in which
American boys will be giving their lives to smash the enemy,
not in the hundreds but in the tens of thousands. W e must unite
the entire country behind them, we must produce everything
they and our allies need, we must stop all arguments which are
not directed to the one question-how to win this war as quickly

as possible.

I

Unity to win the war requires that we xise above all differences
of poIitiml opinion. Democrats, Republicans, Communists, S e - I
cialists, Prohibitionists, all must work together without regard to their particular "ism," and stop fighting one another over the
old labels. The only test is what one is doing to win the war.
1
Any one who places private interests, his class prejudices, or his
I
political opinions, in a position of higher importana than the
winning of the war, is thereby moving toward treason to his
country and to humanity.
The Communist Party of the United States meets this test.
It has prodaimed its policy, and carries out this p o l i ~ to
, sub
''I
ordinate its own program of socialism to the needs of national
unity that includes all dasses. It actively mobilizes the workers
for comp1ete support to the war effort. l t helps to work out
demoeratic solutions for the problems of the war. It offers its
cooperation to all sincere supporters of the war to victory. It .
works for the extension of American national unity, and of the
United Nations, for the orderly solution of post-war problem.
.I
The Communist Party is entirely and without reservation a party
of national unity for 'victory. And we have a contribution to
make which no other group can substitute, a contribution at
home and a contribution in strengthening our country's pwition
,

,'

.

abroad.
This fact is being recognized broadly in our country and
throughout the world. Thus, in India, the Biitisb authorities
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have recently legalized the Communist Parry and released dl
its leaders from prison even though it supports the independence
movement, because the government learned from experiene
that the Indian Communists were the best mobilieers of the
population against Japan. In Canada, the government has recently released all the Communist leaders who had been held in
concentration camps, bemuse it learned that it needed them for
the war e h n . In Latin-American countries the Communists are
in the forefront of the fight for alignment with the United Mations, and in Chile the Communists,who are part of the coaIition
supporting the government, Iead in the fight for declaring war
on the Axis. In Cuba the Communists are part of the'govemmental d i t i o n , which supports the United Nations. And so it
goes in country after mun*.
This &end of development toward allembracing unity which
indudes also the Communists is a part of the general awakening
to the tasks of the war. Wherever prsons and groups and nations
come to the realization of the gravity, dangers, and difficulties of
the war they want all the help that is available for victory. And
nowhere can they find better helpers than the Communists.
Only in the United States is this fact not so generdly recognized,
at least not by all the departments of the government, for some
of them work at cross-purposes.
UnderSeaetary of State Sumner Welles, who has faced some
of thehe problems conaetely in his work, has recently made an
important pronouncement of policy on this question. O n Ocw
ber I 2 he declared that continuation of the strife between Kue
mintang and Communists in China would be unforrunate; he
indicated that the Unitd States wished to see such problems
settled by processes of cundliatian; that the United States would
be pleased to see camplete unity accomplished; that the so-called
menam of Communism was looked upon with skepticism as a
pretext of the Axis; that our Government "regards unity within
China, unity within the United States, unity within each of the
countries of the United Nations p u p , and unity among the
United Nations as utterly desirable toward eEectively carrying
on war against the Axis kwerrr."
That is a policy to which we can declare our unconditional
4'

support. 11 is a policy which should be made known throughout
the whole of our population and over the world. It is a policy
which nee& to be a m i d out fully by all departments of the
government and in the armed forces. For it is a policy designed
to bring victory at the earlierst possible moment, to reduce the
costs of the war, and to insure a just peace when victory has been
attain&.
It is not my intention to paint for you a bright picture of the
situation, nor to pretend that the problems of the war have been
golved or that victory will come easily, No. the Axis wiIl h
crushed only at terrible cost, and with the full exertion of all
our pavers. Every step in the development of policy adequate
to victory must itself be fought for, i t does not come automaticaIly, heavy obstacles must be ovexcume. Correct polides when
established must still be fought for in practical application. And
h a U y when we have mobilized all possible resources they must
be thrown into battle against the enemy, and the enemy must be
crushed in deadly struggle. Africa is a first step in that direction.
There is no other way.
But Amerians do not look for an easy way. They are ready
for the fulI tasks which done bring victory. No burden is too
heavy, no satxifie t
m great, which is necessary for victory. We
will never be Hidm's slaves nor try to find a corner for ourselves in a Hitlerdominated world. The Axis must be de3troyed.
That is the only god which means victory. And for h e men
everywhere in the world the issue is victory or death!
(Speech delivered in Detroit, November

VIII.

I 2, I 942.)

STORM SIGNALS-THE
PEOPLE MUST KNOW

AND ACT
EARS
AbM
Y
lution?" And

after the great French Revolution, a certain French
was asked, "What did you do during the great Rwothe Abbe replied, "I survived." A similar question,
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I think, will be asked in the coming years with respect to the
war, only not. of individuaIs but of e n t k nations: "What did
you do during the great war?" And the nation which is able to
answer as the French AbM answered is going to be f a n a t e .
Because truly this war is a test of the mpacity of nations to
survive, for fascism, Nazism, is engaged in the physid destruction of whole nations and peoples. And the world outside of
the Soviet Union is d y begiming to -1
how to deal, with
Nazism.
Those who have read my book Vidov--und After will remember that while there is a certain fundamental coddence in the
eventual outcome of the war, I do not in this h k eagage in any
excessive optimism. Indeed, I very a p e c i h l I y hold out the p
sibility and even the probability that the eduatioa d Ameria
to the n e d t i e s of this war would be accomplished through a
sucesion of setbacks and blunders, and 1 am s o n y to say that
the mum of events seems to be bearing out this perspective.
Notwithstanding the magnificent Soviet ofEensive and the initial
success of our African operation, we have not yet won the war.
And one of the most dangerous things in !his war at khe p-t
moment is a wtain wave of htional optimism that is sweeping
the country, at Ieast as Ear as public expressims of opinion are
concerned. Many people axe even so convinced the war is
already won that they are beginning to engage in private schemes
of dividing up the world and settling the pt-war problems,
picking out who is ping to sit on the throne of whi& eountty
when the peace treaty is finally signed, an act whi& they seem
to think is just around the corner.
Thus, Otto of Austtia is holding court in a hotel on 59th
Street, right on Central Park, and I understand he bas already
placed an order with an American h m for irpn crosses, decorstiom for the people whom he is going to appoint to the various
Orders of Nobility in the restored Hapsburg empire. Chief d
State Darlan of French North Africa is operating under the
protection of the Stars and Stripes with the slame amMence
with which, not many months ago, he operated d e r the swastika. General Franm pronounced long spcechm h Madrid h
which he declares his benefactor, AdoM Hitler, is going to ruk
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the world and that that is n good h g , and his speeches art
hailed by the preaar of the United States a9 a very comforting
assuranm that all b 'going well in our relations with Spain.
General Mannerheh, a few weeks after he has received the
Order of the Rising Sun from HiPohim and a special decoration
from Adolf in Berlin, entera into negotiations with the ruling
circles in this country under conditions in which he will be re
upient of similar blessings an the future ruler of "poor little
Finland." One muld go on and on with examples of the type
of mentality that is attempting to d e t d n e how America shall
participate in this war and how we are m p p e d to win it. W e
have even m n b r s in the public press about how special ambasaadors of the United States are winning the wax for us painlessly by special mifseions in wbich they m y suitcases full of
gold pieces.
Perhaps I am a little bit behind the times and fail to sppre
date all these modern metbods of warfare, but 1 cannot: believe ,
that we are going to win the war, or that we are in any way
advancing the war with this kind of policy, One thing is certain,
this policy is cutting off our country from the confidence of the
peoples of Europe. Perhap if 1 were a narrow partisan I should '
be pleased with this development, because, unquestionably, as
a by-product of chis, then will be a Ihuther expansion of the
maas Muence of the underground Communist Parties throughout Europe. Whole sections of the population that were hoIding
themselves aloof from political commitments w h i t waiting for
the Amerim and British forces to enter Europe, when they
expected to crystallize themselves as a people's movement around
the Stars and Stripes, are abandoning hope of that development
and are uystallizing themselves for independent action under
their own working dass leadership, including the Communists.
I would prefer to sec a aystalliaation of the broadat national
front and people's coalition, representing the United Nations'
war for the destruction of the h i s . But if the peoples of Europe
are k i n g demobilized by the,mistaItea and stupidities of those
who are directing the policies of our country, we certainly can
be glad that they are not being left entirely without l e a d d i p .
The best example of this ia in Yugoslavia
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Two months am, in fact wen as much as two week6 ago, we
were being assu%d by the mast authoritative spokesmen of

American opinion and policy that the hero of YugasIavia and
one of the heroea of the United Nations is Genera1 M i k h a h
vi&. This week even the Saturday Evening Post arrie8 admissions about the role of Mikhailwich which make it dear that
this man and his supporters in the Yugoslav Government in
London represent peuple, ideas and policiesr which are a hundred times closer to Hitlex than to the United Nations. These
admissions &ow that we are dealing with a man who trafl3cs with
both sides and who can send dispatches to the United States
claiming aedit for military victories against the Axis while actuaIly engaged in military cooperation with the Axis to kill the
people who won those victoria against the Axis.
Of course, in the case of Yugdavia the process of the amalgamation of the Milrhailovichehi with the Nazi regime is so rapid
that the farce is already played out and wen our most reactionary newspapers have to begin to break the news gently. And I
venture to predict that in the very near future not only will the
M ~ W l o v i c hmyth completely disappear, but, along with it, the
present Yugdav government-inde. Already a real national
fmnt and people's government has appeared in Yugoslavia itself.
And while it was born in struggle against the Nazi-fascist m p a tionists and against the treachery of the ernigrd government in
London which still has the support of England and the United
States, yet it represents the broad coalition of all the peop1ea of
Yugoslavia as represented by their most important political parties. I t has a mass base consisting of all the classes in Yugoslavia
except the large landowners. Under the bIow of the Nazi campaign of extermination, the Yugoslav peoples have achieved a
unity and a force which are driving the invaders out of district
after district, while the sheer moral weight of their position is
making it impossible to continue a11 this stage-play of the Yugoslavian government-in-exire and its Quisling puppet, Mikhailovich, inside Yugoslavia
Thus the Yugoslavian people are fighting the wat, gatheriog
their form and together wi& the heroic Partisans in Poland,
France, etc., are opening the Second Front in Europe. This
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people's army of liberation in Yugoslavia is d a y engaging
more German form than ail the power of the great United States
one year after we entered the war. These Partisans, who =brace
fighters of all political beliefs and affiliations, who m e d themselves with guns they took away from the German invaders, kill
more Nazis today than has the United States to data Likewise!
the Communisbled armies in China have conducted more warml
fare against Japan in this past year than has been waged by the
United States. The Communist-led armies in China have not
received a gun or a dollar in money from the Chiang &i+hek
Government for over three years The People's &my in Y u p
slavia has not received a single bit of help from England or the
United States. They have conducted more war, each of them
alone, against the enemies of this country than this country has1
mnducted after spending $46,ow,ooo,ooo for the war. And today
m a i n leaders and forces are busily engaged in conditioning the
country to a policy in the mnduct of the war which means not
to strike at the heart of the fascist beast, putting him out of
businas as quickly as possibIe, but which seeks to prepare as
1'
quickly as p s i b l e a negotiatd peace with the Axis along the
lines laid dawn by Herbert Hoover just a day or two ago. One
after another, most of our newspapers, induding our liberal
papers, greet the Hoover speech, which was a direct call for a
negotiated peace with Hitla* as constructive statesm~nsbip.Did
you hear any rebukes of Herbert Hoover? Only from the "dis
reputab1em'Communists.
It is evident that we are not yet adequately learning to make
war; we are not seriously making war with all forces at our
disposal; we have not yet devebped red coalition warfare with
our Allies, This dark picture is causing quite a bit of confusion
among liberal circles in the United States. Our liberals are
sharply divided: One section swallows the pdicy of relying on
deals with the Darlans loo per cent in the name of military
expediency and sharply attach anyone who aiticizes this method
of making war; another ~ c t i o nfaUs into complete panic and
Cnds a voice in the speech of Pearl Buck last week in which she
said that this war was not a war for h d o m any more and that
we would have to have another war Iatm on to do our fighting

I
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for freedom. What we are going to do about this war she doesn't

='Y*

Both of these sections of liberal thought in America are even
more discouraging than the £acts themselv~.Both sections of
them-thw who want to swallow the Darlan incident and say
it is a sweet pill, and those who want to fall into panic and give
up h o p and everything-are equally bad b e m e you can't do
anything with either, and if you follow either you are lost
completely.
Yet I: must say 1 have more r a p t for Pearl Buck than I could
possibly have for a Kenneth Crawford, because Kenneth Crawford is just licking the boots of the Biddles, of the "liberal" &baiters; whereas Pearl Buck, while. she may nor see any solution
to the problem, is at least =earning n protest against something
that is unacceptable. Screams are not very constructive but they
do have one quality, even though it is only a negative v i r t u e
they are like the wreeching of a maladjusted engim, indicating
that something nee& to be remedied. T h e panic of Pearl Buck
and her kind of liberals has that negative value.
But what is the correct way to approach these very negative
features of the development of our war policy? The correct way
is to understand that these things do not change the character of
the war as a people's war of national tiberation. Further, thee
aspects of our war policy <;an be changed by the intervention of
the people, and these things must be changed because such
policies lead to defeat and not to victory. The development of
events is inevitably ping to prove tbis to the people. The one
thing that we have in this war which is our weapon against all
such distortions and which will m a all such distortions is
the will of the people to victory, their unity and activity. The
American people in mass do have that will to victory and they
are going to get rid of all policies which delay, postpone ox
endanger that victory.
This confidence we can and must have. It is true the way is
not going to be easy and it is not going to be dear. We saw in
the elections on November 3 how the bad organization of the
war &mt was being exploited by the readonary forces in thh
country, the very same forces that had helped to bring about thii
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bad organization, in order to prepare the ground for their a p
peasement and negotiated peace policies. The s a m thing is going
on today on a much larger scale preparatory to the opening of
Congress. We see the rapid accumulation of all the dements of
a political and economic crisi in this country deliberately being
manipulated against the war effort by powerful defeatist organizations and interests in the United States,
For instance Mr. Henderson's resignation from the Office of
Price Administration was a public announwment of a fact that
has been privately known for some time-that the whole s m c ture of price control in this cowltry has broken down. The re&&ling of the heads of the variow agencies in charge of the
war emnomy was brought about by the fact that the war wonomy is getting tangledain the chaos chat is contributing directly
to the growing emnomic crisis in the country.
On this background, the politid coalition representing the
dominant elements of the Republican Party, the VandenbergTaft-Hoover dique, and the poll-tax Southern Democrats, is
sharpening up its axe to run wild against labor and the Administration in the corning session of Congress, expecting to
unleash one of the severest periods of class struggle and o b
structionism that this counuy has ever seen. Marewer, in the
big centers of wax production, which are onIy partly organized
and are su&ring from dislocations, a strike sentiment is growing. Cleady this is not a very promising background for entering
the year 1949 in the prosecution of the war.
What is behind the mounting wave of resentment oE labor
against the conduct of the war economy? Our newspapers in
New York today carried several severe warnings, as if labor were
in same way rebelling against the war or the burdens imposecl
by the war. In the past two months I have been out to most of
the main industrial centers and I have talked to the workers
and their leaders. I think I have a thorough picture of what is
going on in the ranks of labor in war p d u c t i o n and I can say
that labor is totally patriotic, supporting the war and ready for
any burdens that are required by the war. But Iabor is fed up
with the senseless conduct af this war that is forcing unnecessary
and intolerable burdens upon the workers as well as upon the
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general public, and labor is determined to change this atare of
a m .

Those workers who are inclined to seek strike action as a
solution to their problems are, of course, misled, beawe that
is no way to solve these problems under conditions of war.
Strikes wii1 not hdp at alland Communists everywhere are resisting this strike sentiment with all of the influen= that they
have. But that strike sentiment may over-ride the Communist
influence and the inhence of all of those best eIements of the
leadership of labor that are trying to prevent this resentment
from taking the h n n e h of strike action. One reason why that
sentiment may over-ride us and sweep over us is because many
powerful industrialists, especially the N.A.M. crowd, are busy
trying to provoke a strike movement.
. There is unmistakabIe evidence that the most reactionary employers, acting from an organized center, are deliberately putting across such provocative policies and are dragging certai~
patriotic employers along with them, making the tendency gend.
Take the case of the bomber plant that Ford is putting up
with government money outside of Detroit. The Government
Housing Authority tried to go in there and put up housing for
the workers employed in the Willow Run plant. They took their
surveyors out there, but Henry Ford's private police ran the
surveyors ofE de land at the point of guns and the Government
Housing Authority withdrew and has done nothing abut i t
since. Meanwhile the workers in the Willow Run plant are
forced to live in trailers, in barns, in pigpens, in tents. And the
plant is still not producing anything for the war. Techni~ally
it is in production. Actually nothing reach- the armed forces
from it. And that is the institution where Charlie Lindbergh
works. But we have no investigations and nothing is dane

about it.
Consider moxe general manifestations of the treatment of
labor. There is a general policy in industry today to penaIize
workers for increasing production. Many employers, in plants
which have cost-plus contracts with the gowmrnent, deliberately
slow the workers down on the job. O n the other hand, some
employera that have ordinary contracts want their worken to
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speed up production, but the moment they get the production
onto a higher level, d~eypettalizc those workers that increased
production by reducing their wages, so chat if workers don't
want their wages reduced, they have to keep production Erom
t~eingspeeded up. What kind of policy is this? This policy of
the employers is equivalent to sahtage of war production.
The American workers responded with great enthusiasm to
the policy of the government calling for increased production.
The workers know haw to speed up production; they know how
ro increase production without increasing the intensity of labor
too much, and they were ready to do it until instance after
instance proved to them that if they d~ it the employers would
penalize them, And with that experience many workers are stopping the increase in production, but only because they find out
i L is not for the government, not for the war; it is only for the
private profit of monopoly corporations which, far from helping
the war, is disorganizing the economy of the country and building up vast resources of power and profit.
Consider another angle of what has been going on for the past
six months since the issuance of the wage stabilization d e t .
Many employers have taken the position that they cannot adjust
any of the grievances of the workem in their plants except
through Washington. In the &st place they drag out the negotiar i m s now just as lmg as it is humanly possible and then finally
they conclude them with the declaration that it is impossible to
arrive at a settlement until they get the approva1 of Washington,
Thousands and tens of thousands of these cases are piled ,upin
Washington, which is completely unprepared to bade them,
atid they lay over for two, three, four, five, six, seven months
with no answer, and then some goad friend of the boss goes
around and says to the workers: "Well, you voted for this guy in
Washington, didn't you? You are getting what you voted for."
Then another good friend of the boss comes around and says to
the workers: YDon't you wish you were back in the goad old days
when you could strike?" Then the workers in one place pull a
strike and the bosses come immediately and settle with those
workers. Yes, many bosses are putting a premium on strikes
today. These employers will settle nothing with the patriotic
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workers who refuse to strike; but the workers who begin to join
this strike sentiment and express discontent with Washingtonthese workers can go on strike for three hours and get their
grievances settled the same day, while nine months of peaceful
negotiations failed.
All of this is an expression of a campiracy against the war and
is organized directly from a defeatist clique in the National
Association of Manufacturn, wbich involves even employers
who are against it. They are involved because they do not have
any leadership of theif own and even when they know they are
doing wrong they are afraid to break with their fellow-employers;
besides, i t fits in so well with all their previous mining and they
have not been fully conditioned as yet to be really patriotic employers and really fight for the poIiues of their government and
for an effective war economy, It is a very serious situation.
The Communists are holding back the working dm today
from strike action, but the country had better understand that
the Communist Party is very small and against the concerted
power d all of these forces the Communists cannot do the job
alone. Nobody can straighten out this situation until we get the
government in Washington to begin to take a sharp and dear
lead in the solution of these problenia Every patriotic citizen in
America who wants to win this war as quickly as possible had
better begin to give some attention to this volcano that is rising
in American social, economic and political life.
These are great dangers to our war effort at the present time.
We have sounded the alarm on these things and we have given
suggestions of policy that wiIl remedy this situation. We are not
trying to intensify the class struggle; we want to help consolidate
national unity for winning the war, but we know that national
unity requires something more than the mere submission of labor
to intolerable conditions and practices, because we know that
these things are deliberately brought about as measura of sabotage of the war.
We rn now entering critical days. But I am not p w b h r i c ; I
think the country is going to solve these problems, But I don't
think they will be solved automatically; it is going to require a
struggle to bring a solution to these questions and I think that
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$or this solution we will require the concerted action of aII
Amerians of @ d l , all A m a h s who place patrio&
.fire$, aU Americans who want to defeat Hitler and the Axis and
place that as the first consideration. AU such forces must unite
and find a way to express t h e d m and to place their active
support behind &ox policies which are known, which are before
the authorities in Washingt~n,which are not yet adopted because
of hesitations and timidity. Labor and the people can influence
and can give courage to thase men in the government who do
want to win the war, and do want the correct pIicies and who
will adopt the correct policies when the people make their will
known and felt.
This is the picture. The task in the next period is to get that
m m support of all elements of the population, apedally of organized labor, to the correct policies that can bring us thmugh
this ahis, policies which can be adopted very quickly and which
will bring order out of chaos in our economy and put power
behind the military effort which we are directing against the
fascist enmy.
(From a speech delivered at New York Workers School gathming. December I8, 1g4a.)

1X. T H E D E C I S I V E T U R N I N
THE WAR
WAR has entered into a new phase. Some of the main
features of this phase were stated- in the President's message
to Congress, and quite mrrectIy. The relation of forces has
turned against che Axis and in favor of the United Nations.
Public thinking about the problem of the war has reacted to
this new phase in a peculiar manner. First, there has been a wave
.of shallow optimism which considers the war practically over
except for the celebrations and therefore immediately wrns t*
ward "business as usual"; second, there has arisen among liberal
and intdlectual circles an opposite and equally shallow pessimism
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which sudddy is wewhelmed with the unsolved politiea1 pxoblems of tbe war, throws up its hands in despair, repudiatw all
responsibility for the war, predicts a new war immediately after
thh one and sits back to await tbe realization of its lugubrious
{prophecies.
My remarka today are mainly directed against both
'these harmful tendencies in w r country's politid thought.

Perhap it would be well to define exactly t h e factors which
enable us to speak of the turn ih the war unfavorable to the Axis.
What are t h e factors?
First, and by far the most decisive, is the series of offensives by
the Red Army before Stdingrad, in the Don Basin, in the Caucasus, and in the Northwest, which began on November 20 and
roll on with rising momentum. The Nazis are losing, in dead
and prisoners, more soldiers than the total engaged on all other
fronts. Whole armies are being annihilated. For the first time
Nazi officers and men are surrendering en masse. In contrast to
last winter's offensives,which rolled back the invading armies,
this winter's offensive is breaking through their lines, chopping
them up, annihilating them, and breaching their strategic
positions.
Second, in North Africa the British have struck General Rommel's Army and sent it scurrying back from Egypt, through
Libya, in a wild race in which the Nazis have but one thing
to boast of, that they can run faster than the British a n follow.
American forces, occupying French North Africa, prepare with
the British the destruction of the last Axis hold upon the
southern shores of the Mediterranean, and open up ltaly and the
Balkans to invasion. The long-prepared Second Front in Europe
can now be launched at any one of a down points of its entire
coastline, while Hitler must fortify and guard twice the area of a
year ago.
Third, the people of the occupied lands have begun to rise
and aeate their own "second fmnt" against Hider, The Partisan
armies of Y u p h v i a have liberated half of their own land and
set up their own Government of National Liberation, despite the
treason of Mikhailovich. In Poland partisan armies are rising
and e
g the Nazis in ever larger actions. In France s i p
multiply of an imminent rising of the people's form. The Nazi53
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accupied lands are s e e m volcanoes of hatred against the invaders, wilh rising struggles which more and more break out on a
mass scale.
Fourth, the Axis coalition is disintegrating, with Italy beginning to seek a way out of the war, with the k t signs of revolt
within Gy
itself, with the few remaining neutrals, such as
Turkey, Sweden, Switzerland, moving further away from Hitler
and d w r to the United Nations as they begin to see the dear
outlines of inevitabk Axis defeat.
Fifth, the Japanese have bee2 halted in the Pacific, and the
dear possibility has been shown that the opening of adequate
supply lines to China and a serious Iand and air offensive in and
from that country can deliver a crushing blow to the Eastern
member of the Axis.
Sixth,and last, American and British war production, despite
all weaknesses and delays, now overtops the Axis and still has
tremendous potentialities of expansion, while Axis production
has aIxeady passed its peak and is declining. The marvelous recuperative pow- of Soviet war production, which is stronger
than a year ago despite the l m of vital industrial areas, is being
shown in the present equipment of the winter offensives, of
which only a small fraction represents help from abroad.
All these factors add up to a deasive turn of the war in favor
of the United Nations, creating the possibility of -victory in
1943 over Hitler in Europe.
What is wrong, then, with being optimistic about the status
of the war? Why do L warn against the current spirit of optimism
as shaIlow and harmful?
The reason is, first, that the favorable turn in the reIation of
forces must still be realized by the maximum utiiiration of all
the forces on our side. It will do us no good ta have the margin
of forces on our side if we fail to use them. And it is precisely
this shallow optimism, which already looks upon rhe war as wan,
which is now the greatest danger to our victory, for it brings
about a relaxation d the nation's efForts, especially in the field
of economic and political problems, it is manipulated by forces
of appeasement and greed to disrupt the nationaI unity for the
war.
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At this moment when the wax turn in our favor, it is especially
necessary to make dear that i t is still possible to lose the war,
that at this moment above dl we must demand the greatest
exertion, the fullest mobilization of every force at our d i s p a l
against the enemy. The turn of the war only makes the enemy
more desperate, mare ferocious, more implacable. This enemy
has threatened that, faced with defeat, he will carry the whole
world down into ruin with him. We have no reason tb doubt the
seriousness of this declared intention, but we have every reason
to do what we can to make it impossible. And we are not yet
thing everything.
Consider again those six Lactors which have turned the war
in our favor. Think for a moment what would be the status of
the war if one &ouId abstract the first item, the Swiet offensive;
clearly, without that factor, the war would be disastrously unfavorable to us. That is to say that the United States and Britain
have not even begun as yet militarily to engage a considerable
proportion of Hitler's form, not to speak of defeating them.
The Y u p I a v Partisan armies killed more Nazis in r g e o than
did the U. S. forces, wen as the Chinese Eighth Route and New
Fourth Armies killed more Japanese than we, despite our enormous resources and our sixty-bilfimdoLlar war budget. Do we
really think that we will win this war without large-scale fighting?
That is a dangerous thought which we should get rid of a
quickly as pmible, because it leads to mistakes and disasters.
That is the thought which delays the opening of the Second
Front
Europe, and every day of delay increases the mat of
victory in lives and treasute Tht is the thought which leads to
the slogan "victory at leisure,'' to dilatoriness, to slackness, to
weaknw, to defeat. Those who speak as though the opening of
the Second Front were some sort of "favor" which we should
do for the benefit of the Soviet Union when we get around to
it are not serving well our own country. The delay in opening the
Second Front has hun us more than it has the Soviet Union, and
it has hurt the United Nations m a t of all.
Consider for a moment the second factor, North Africa. After
a brilliantly executed landing we seem to have bogged d m
dangerously in polit i d confusion which is seriously staining
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our cooperative relations with Britain, and is weakening our
great influence in France and other occupied countries. This and
similar dangers flourish in the atmosphere of shallow optimism,
of the thought that victory is already a "bird in the hand."
Examine now the chid factor, the rising of the peoples of
the omupid Iands. Here a h we find not only evidence of the
war's turn in our favor, but also grave dangers which we still
must learn how to avoid. Consider, for example, Yugoslavia.
General Eisenhower, our Commander in North Africa, is reported as sending his congratuhuons to Mikhailovich, who
negoriared with the enemy while fighting against the Partisan
armies which brought us our victoria there. This is even more
dangerous than the deal with Darlan, for it has not even the
color of "military expediency"; it acts a a notification to the
peoples of alI occupied Iands that the United States does not
yet distinguish clearly between irs friends and its enemies. Perhaps we could "afford" such "luxuries" il the war was already
won, though I would question that very seriously; but surely it
is a deadly mistake a t this moment when, to win the war, we
need the full confidence and active cooperation of all the rising
people's armies thmughout Europe.
Or take the fourth factor, the disintegration of the Axis coalition. That is a heavy item in our favor, but we will lose its
advantage if, at the same time, we permit the relations among
the leading powers of the United Nations to bemme strained.
And it is no secret that China has withdrawn her military mission from Washington out of dissatisfaction with t h e consideration given China in our war policies; nor is it a secret that the
relations between London and Washington are less harmonious
than for some years past; and while the Soviet Union has made
no complaints, and considers her relations with Washington and
London as being improved and consolidated, yet we in America
should be disturbed that the President has found it necessary, for
the second time, to issue special orders that our lend-lease commitments, now in arrears, shall be expedited, and thar antiSoviet incitements still emanate not only from irresponsible newspapers but a h Erom official sources.
In our fifth favorable item, the halting of Japaner advances in
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Yes, it has become necessary to combat and dispel the moods
of unreasoning optimism that have arisen an the basis of the
favorable turn of the war. That favorable turn is an unques
tionable fact, and it should serve to fortify our confidence in the
ultimate victory. But the darkest days of the war, its heaviest
burdens and most grievous losses, are still to come for us. The
most difficult times are ahead, and we must not soften up or
relax, we must not gmv dilatory or meless. On the contrary,
now above all we must unite our nation and gather all its
forces to meet adequately the supreme test of modern war. Above
all we must master the unsolved political problems of this war
of survival, of national liberation.
Now what about our pessimists, the f aint-hearted liberals and
persons of the intellectual professions, who have become frightened at the difficulties and dangers of this period, have fallen
into a panic and announce their despair to the world? Pearl
Buck was their most eloquent voice when, in a recent speech,
she declared that this war had ceased to be a progressive war of
the United Nations, that it had degenerated into-an imperialist
scramble for loot on our side as well as that of the Axis, and
that we must Iook forward to a new war after this one. Forrtunately, these pessimists are a distinct minority and the masses,
especially the Iabar movement, do not take their direction. But
this pessimism is a menace to public morale, it feeds on very
real problems and dificulties, and it must be energetically cbmbated for it helps the camp of reaction and defeatism. The
calamity howlers can sometimes do much damage, even when
they & a small minority.
Imagine the resula if the labor rnovemknt wouId listen to and
follow such pessimists! Surely labor suffers from enormous provocations, and has accumulated unsolved grievances. If labor should
lose confidence in the United ~ations.-inthe basic soundness of
the policies of our commander-in~hief,in the progressive and
liberation character of our war effort, then the strongest factor
which holds labor back from a p a t national strike movement
wolrld be removed; our war prduction program would be disorganized, Pharp class struggleu would rend the nationaI unity,
and our country's contribution to victory over the Axis would be
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jeopardized. Hider and his Axb parmen would gain a a m
lease on life.
Can anyone, can even our ~
~
t believe
s
for
,
one moment
that such a l q i d m t m e of thew pessimism when applied
in practical life would be of any benefit to any peoples anywhere
in the world, or to labor in America? Cleatly, it could have
nothing but &astrous results for 4.
S-es
and s e e movements or threats do not help to solve
any problems under the conditions of this preaent war of g a r vival. But mike movements cannot be controlled and liquidated
by counsels of pessimism, but only by constructive statersmanship
which &mds the legitimate form behind them into new
forms of action* finding solutions to these problems without
m r t to open mdict. Clearly, such new methods of soIucion
are possible only because of the just and progressive charactm
of our war effort, which generates a national unity that reaches
into all dasses, that mobilizes the national will to enforce these
new methods.
It is not going to be easy. Thc recent convention of the National Association of Manufac~urm,under the inspiration of
Lammot du Font, issued a d
l to employers to take advantage of
war conditions to smash the labor movemeng to dissolve the
New Deal legislation, and to defeat the policies of tbe President.
The macrlonary Republicans, in <ro;tlitiaa with the pU-tax
Soulhem Drmants, probably mnml for the moment a majority in Congress which is d i n g to foUow the Iead of the
N.A.M. Serious problems are inherent in this situation.
Lt is my conviction, however, that mnstructive solutions can
and will be found for all prablcm and di5cultia which stand
in the way of victory. The soIutions must be found in the understanding and patriotism oE the vast majority of the people,
specially tbe workem mused to action and aqanind
The pressure of the people, roused to express their wilt will
dissolve tbe power of the threatening reactionary coalition in
hngress against labor and the President.
The A m e h Federation of Labor, the Congress of lndwtrial Organizations, and the Railroad Brotherhods can and
must move to closer unity among themselves, and with the mass

of workiw farmers and their organizations, on the program
whieh chey already hold in common, and arbitrate lesser differencea among them.
L h r must seek closer collaboration with the patriotic sections of management, witb the help of the government, for mlution to the problems of prduction, for a broad development of
Labor-Management Production Councils, and for the peacefir1
solution of disputes and grievances.
Labor and the people must study more profoundly the political
problems of the war, and bring an info&
public opinion into
play to strengthen the arm d the President and the various
departments and organs of the government.
Labor must be given more adequate and responsibIe positions
in the leadership and administration oE the country's tremendous
war ethrt.
More organization and activity of the people provide the
bask solution to all the problem of a peoph's war.
The common man must step foward to daim his century.
Already the common men of the world, through their united
&ore, have turned the tide of war against the Axis. The most
dficult times are ahead. Rejecting alike all complacency and
M o w optimism and the panic of an equally shallow ~ s s i m i s m ,
labor and the people wilI bring the nation to victory, to the
triumph of the Atlantic Charter and the United Nations.
(Speech delivered at the Philharmonic
Auditorium in Los Angeles, Cal, Janua~y

17, 1943, and broadcast

over Station KFWB.)

X. T H E G H O S T O F M U N I C H I S M
I N THE UNITE'D STATES
HERE
combine
T
Lincoln,

i s deep significance far today in the fact that we
in this rneeting the commemoration of Abraham

America's foremost contribution to the world leadership of democratic li-beration, and of Vladirnir Ilyich Lenin,
6a

founder of the Soviet Power, which at chis mament is liberating
the world Exom the menace of Nazism.
In the joining of these two ~~mmemorations
in one we are
expressing tbe understanding, now general among the Am&a n people, that the destinies d our two countria are intertwined, that close and ever dwer relations of cmpration inevitably arise from the deepest of common interests.
At this moment the common interests of the United Stata and
the Soviet Union are expressed in the goal of victory over Hitlerism. When the Axis is destroyed that common interest will
Iiw in che reconsmetion of a world order in which peoples can
peacemy work out their own destinies.
Achievement of victory over HitlerUm is the supreme common
task today. In the name of Linmln and Lenin we devote all
our capacities to that goal.
Great events are taking place. RiiIer's armies on the Eastern
Front are being encircled and annihilated, one after another.
AU history cantaha nothing to compare with the mighty d d b
of the Red Army under the guiding genius of Stalin. They have
turned the tide of war definitely in favor of the United Nations.
They have brought victory within reach.
We must be profoundly dhti&fied, however, with the coiluibution whicb our country, the United States, has so far made
to this victory.
The conference at Casablanca gives us promise that Amerira's
might will be thrown smn into the scales of war. T t is high time
that this were so. Laggads cannot win this war; victory does not
m e "at leisure!'
At this moment when the black clottds of doom gather o v ~ r
Hitler and his annies, Der Fuehrer has gained one brilliant
victory. T o our shame we must confess that Herr Schickelpber'~
single victory was won in the United Ssates, in Washington, in
Congress. By a vote of 302 to gb the House of Representatives
endorsed Martin Dies, the clearest and most consistent exponent
of Hirlerls policies and slogans within the United States.
If the Congress of the United States is still an important policymaking body of our govmunwt, this datest endorsement of
Martin Dies must be laokd upon as one of the most sinister
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tlueats to victory ill thr war, and to the future of our mulltry.
For Martin Dies bm declared that he hopes for the rkfeat of
our Ally, the Soviet Union; he has slanderously denounced
Joseph Stalin, Commander-in-Chief of the Red Armies, as the
chief enemy of our country; he has echoed all the slogans of
Hitler and promoted them; and now the majority of Congress
has renewed its declawtion of confidence in that same Martin
Diw and all 11e stan& for.
It is small d o r t to remind ourselves that Martin Dies does
riot represent the vast majority of the people of our country.
It is small comfort to repeat that he does not represent the
Administration of President Roosevelt, whose correct war policies
are supported overwhelmingly by the people. For this Congress
has the power, and a reactionary defeatist coalition of Hwver
Republicans and Wheeler Demomats is influencing a majority
of Congress to use this p e r , under our Constitution, to throw
anfusion into the war effort, to disrupt the n-a~ionalunity, to
negate the declared policies of the Prmident, and to serve mtim
on our Alliei &at they catlriot depend upon the United Stales
honoring the commitments whrch have been made by the
Preside11t.
Is there anyone who can dismiss all this as merely the exaggerations of a special pleader, because I have for yean been
insisting upon the importance of friendship between our country
and the Soviet Union? Today this importance is recognized by
conservative circles of dl plirical ideologies.
The New York Herald Tribune is a conservative Republican
newspaper. It has always hitherto supported Martin Dies. But
now it has ralIed for a halt of this "play into Hitler's hands."
And yesterday, enlaiging upon its argument in connection with
our fumbling diplomacy in Worth Africa, this comcwative
newspaper says:
"How can the oppmsed Europeans believe in democracy if
give them the impression that w7c believe so little in it ourselves? There are but two choices before the democracies now.
O n e is to cooperate with Russia in rebuilding the world--as &ere
is an excellent chance of doing, if we belrevt in the strength
6%
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of our own principles and prove it by applying them. The other
is to get involved in intrigue with dl thc reactionary and antidemocratic form in Europe, the only result of which will be
to alienate the Kremlin,

. . ."

I could spend hours in quoting from the most serious spokesmen of all political groupings, to show the general acceptance of
the fact that the future oi the world, a~rdof our awn countr!,
depends upon friendship, understanding and caoperation between the United Stales and the Soviet Union. But the majtai~!.
of Congress on Wednesday, by a vote of 302 LO 94, voter! no
confidence in this whole line of policy by giving their confirtencc
to Martin Dies, who is the embodiment of hostility against rhc
Soviet Union in the full spirit of Hitler,
Evidently, the majority of Congress does not wish, or does not
consider important, the hiendship and cooperation between the
United States and the Soviet Unicn. 'Those ~vhowish to cemect
%thatfriendship are put on notice that they must defeat the
majority ol Congress on this quatian. One cannot eat one's cake
and have it, too; nor can we travel in opposite directions at !hc
same time. No more can we have Martin Dies as the symbol of
our policy, and also have frielldship with the Soviet Union.
I t is a contradiction in policy and interest.
It is very interesting to examine the thought expressed by the
Herald Tribuwz before quoted. That conservative organ has
come to the conclusion, reluctantly we may be sure, that we oE
the United States may ally ourselver, with the forces of democracy in Europe only on mnditioll h a t we aHy ourselves with the
Soviet Union; if we reject the alliance with the Soviet Union,
then inevitably we will find ourselves plunged into intrigues
with all the reactionary and antidemocratic forces in Europe.
This means, further, that when our government engages in intrigues with those reactionary forces, all intelligent men everywhere understand this to mean that we are thereby abandoning
our alliance with the democratic forces a£ Europe, especially
with the Soviet Union.
There is a profound n t h in this thought of the Hmatd
Tribune. Recognition of this truth is sweeping away one of the
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biggest lies ol all history, the lie tbat s d a l i i m or communism

is "undemmatic" or "anti-democratic." The Union of Soviet
W i s t Republics is so much the foremost champion of all the
democratic forces of Ewope that the United States, our country
which for a century and a half slood in the vanguard of wrld
democracy, 'can now be allied with those democratic fox& in
Europe owly on condifirrtl that we are allied with the Soviet
Union. That is nut my statement, that is the statement of the
Ncw York Hewld Tribune, one of the ou ntanding conservative
newspapen of the United States. This is a mere restatement of
the thoughts cleaxly expressed in the editorial which I quoted
verbatim.
Our counuy, in the midst of life-anddeath war, has not dearly
defined its policy. Our Commander-in-Chief points in one direclion with the Atlantic Charter, the United Nations, and alliance
with the Soviet Union; but powerful forces in the State Department point in the opposite direction by its entanglements with
Vichy, with Franm, with Mannerheim, with Mikhailovich, with
Otto of Austria, with Bethlen of Hungary, while Congress emphatically contradicts the President by voting its confidenm in
Martin Dies. And the same Congress emphatically refuses to
exmess its confidene in the President.
bur national policy is ambiguous. It points both ways. And
the conflict is not only within Congress and between Congress
and the Executive; it is within the Executive Department itself.
The President considers it necessary to conciliate a hostile Congress; even more serious, he considers it necessary to tolerate
the same hostiIity within his awn cabinet.
ln the State Department we have the ineffable Mr. Adolph
Berle, Jr., spinning his webs of intrigue in Europe and Latin
America. This is the person whom a prominent visiting Britisher
is reported to have sized up In these few words: "He is not only
anti-Soviet, he is also anti-British; he is not only anti-British, he
is also anti-American."
At the head of the Department of Justice we have Mr. Biddle.
whose chief virtue is weakness oE character which prevents him
from following his mischievous theories to their logical conclusions. He introduced a brief in the Supreme Court on the Schneid64
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erman case {and argued it against Mr. Wendell Willfie), which
, Raws itselE on the conception that the Soviet Union is m n w y
hostile to the United Stares in pa*ular
and to democrq in
general. H e issued an order for the deportation of Harry B~dg;es,

.

a 1egaI argument Lifted bodily from HitIer's "Anti-k&tern," the itliteracy and obscurantism of which m n be matched
only in Nazi Germany. He tried to imprison Swator S t d q
Nowak of Michigan on the same bash he wishes to deport Harry
Bridges, but bad to drop it with a bald "admission of m-"
H e shares the basic theories of Martin Dies, but L jealous of the

with
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Texan's prominence.
Ye, our national course is ambiguous. The President has
charted a clear and correct policy, but it is challenged not only
by Conbut also by members of his own Czpbinet and executive appointees. Instead d a showdown and clarification, the
nation drifts aIang .with compromise and appeasement of irreconcilable pticies.
In the North African politid muddle, that followed a brilliantly executed military aceupation, we experienced our k t
sharp example of the disastrous results of an ambiguous policy.
It requires the personal intervention of Rmswelt, ffying 6,miIa to Casablanca, ta begin to bring some order and sense into
that meas. The refease at last of twenty-seven French Communist
Deputies, and some goo other prisoners, did much to dear the
moral atmosphere. But wen on this question of the North
AEtiam prkaners,it seems we have not heard the last word. Some
25,French patriots, Spanish Republicans and other antifascists are dll held behind barbed wire, and Mr.Hull has still
not clarified his cryptic hints tbat Francisco Frmm may wish
to be consulted as to their fate.
In the question of the North M e a n prisaners we are learning the first le850m on the politid problem of Eu-,
By the
way in which we handle this question the United Stam wiIl be
judged by the peoples of occupied Europe. IJnde Sam iu preparing to enter Eump heavily armed and ready to shoot on
sight; the peoples of Europe are anxious to know if Uncle
Sam's eyes are keen enough to dhtinguisb dearly between friends
and enemies? In the shadow d the Stars and Stripes in North
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Africa ~g,uoo anti-fascist fightrrs still languish in prisons a t ~ d
cancentration camps1
We cannot leave such questions to be settled at leisure. 'l'l~e
war goes on, and time waits for no man or nation. If our national
policy in its applimtion remains ambiguous, then the results
it will bring to our nation will also be ambiguous.
There is a Ioud-mouthed cult in our m n u y which is willi~lg
to admit every weakness and error so long as it a n Mame it
on the Prcsitlent. These are the demagogues of reaction. Bat
there are too many honest democrats, progressives, and even
labor men. who weaken the President's position by leaving a l l
problems for him to settk, by failing to take energetic action
themselves to help solve aU these problems. This was rhe main
factor which enabled the President's foes to p i n strength in last
November's eleainns, lor the President's supporters sadly neglected that campaign with the excuse that "F. D+R. can take
care of it." Now they chide the President for conciliating his
enemies, but they are themselves among the first conciliators.
No one has any right to criticire the Prcsident who is not himself in the midst ol the hottest and most unco~nprnmisingfight
to halt the mob of reaction now controlling thc majority of
Congress and threarening the whoiu country and its war effort.
The President has himself givcrr more than a hint oE the
course all democratic Americans should follow. Sp6akilrg at a
recent press conference, the President quotd from an interview
given by General Giraud £ran North Africa. Giraud had dcdated his intention, rollowing the cxample (A' dde Gaulle, of
uniting all Frenchmen from conservatives to Communists. with
the only condition that they unite to fight Hiller and not to
play politics. The President expressed the opinion that wo111d
seem to be a good line far any country to follow. He eviden~ly
meant that would l
x a g d line for the United States also.
I wish to support emphatically this proposal of the Prcsident,
on behalf of the Communist Party of the United States. We have
thousands of Communists and friends of our party in the armed
forces of the United States, ready and anxious to fight Hitlcr
and not to play p l i t i a . But tnu many of them are being transferred out of fighting units, and into non-combatant duties at
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home, and even into polite subsritum for concentration a p .

' We have raised this question with the authorities, but ha*
8

not
been able to obtain darSmdon of the problem. Until the Conkm&ts
are permitted to fight Hitler and his accomplices on
the same basis as all other Americans, we must continue to dim
cuss this problem publidy, and press for action in the spirit of
the President's expression on F r e d unity.
Some well-meaning pemns advise me not to keep raising the
question of discrimination against the Communisb, but to simply
keep our mouths shut, to grin and bear it in the interest of the
war and national unity; after all, they say, the Communists are
only a m a l l group ia a big nation.
My intelligence compels me to reject such an easy way out of
the problem. If the Gommun* of the U. S. are but a mall
group in a big nation, that k a11 the more reason to insist that
coma principles be applied by the nation in relation to the
Communists. If the United Stam is so fearful of its own small
proparcion of Communists that it must have spedJ laws e n s t
them, special committees of COT
to hunt them out of goyernmental service, and special segregation of them into labor
service in the armed forces-then it will artaidy be impsible
for such a fearful United Sram to have a realistic relationship
of alliance with the Communists of Europe and Asia wha are
much more powerful. and without whom it is i m p i I e for
the United States to have an alliance with the damcratic forea
of the world. When we light for the full admission of American
Communists as citizens of the country without didmination,
we are fighting for a m a world policy which is necessary for
victa~yin the war.
American demacracy needs more confidence in itself in order
to win the war. It needs to snap out of the hypnosis i n d u d by
Hitler and Martin Dies, in which the ay of "Communist" raises
hysterical fear and sets the dmoaats to examining one anothet
for hidden "reds" and protesting each his own innocence of the
"terrible" charge of which few know the meaning. American
demmacy must grow up, and stop believing in ghosts and
witches.
Above dl, American dernmcy must chmw off ,the .fear of
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victory. Yes, them is being delikrately cultivated in our country
the fear of victory over the Axis beaause that victory is being
advanced today p r h a d y by the armiea of the Soviet Union.
That fear is stupid and senseless, in the first place, bemuse
Ameria still has the opportunity despite all past delays of st&ing decisive blows against Hitler and winning an honorable
position in &e victory by the Bide of the Soviet Union. We need
fear only our own failure to strike in time with our full force.
Such a hilure, truly, would endanger victory, would have terrible mnsequw for our national safety and the common cawe
of the United Nations, .
That fear of v i m q came before a Congressional Committee
last week in Washington, in the person d A
m Homer. That
spector from an almost forgotten past mumbled a new dogan for
America: "Let's not do too much, coo soon."
Hmver wants to dral: out the war for two, three, four or more
y&, with America doT- little fighting. Abve all, we must nor
strike in 1943, he intimated. H e sees the good side of tbe war
in the opportunity it giva for him and his cronies to try to tram
form it into chiefly a form of martial law against the Amerian
working class, with nnlimited profits for the capitdists. Hoover
is still clutching close to his heart the banner of Chamberlain

and Munich.
But the last shreds of the ghost,of Munich were smttered to
the four winds during the p&t weeks, by the events at Stdingrad, Schluafelburg, the Caucasus, Kursk, and all the Iong list of
smashing victories ofthe Red Army. Any attempt to resurrect the
shameful policy 01Munich can result in nothing but disaster for
those who try it. That old world which produced Munichism is
dead beyond recall. All those who try to follow thar path now
will find that it leads immediately to the grave.
We are in war, a war to the death. We are fighting to save the
world from reversion to barbarism. We are bghting to save
civilization from destruction by Nazism. We are fighting for
the p i b i l i t y of future progress for humanity. We are fighting a
iust war.
All that means that we must fight with all our might, not in
some tombut now. W e must fight with a fuIl heart, for
I
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the desuuction of the eacmy, his ~ompleteannihilation, the
wiping of Hiderism forever from the £ace of the earth. We must
fight with complete good faith tcrward our Allies, and with full
confideace in them. W e must a n g t b e n the AngIoSwiet-Ameria n alliance in the fires of war so that it wiU be an indestructible
We must forge the United
instnunertt far an ordered
Nations as the guarantee o llberry and independence for all
nations.
A11 this must still be won.
It can be won only by fighting.
Thanks to the Red Army the war has turned in our favor.
Let America a h suike now, for victory in ~gqg.
(Speech delivered nt the Lyric Theatre, Baltimore, Febmuy n, rgeg.)
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X I . T H E K E Y P R O B L E M IN
AMERICAN POLITICS.
ENTLEMEN, Friends, I am always glad to talk to serious
thinking people. Due to great pressure of work, 1m here
without specific preparation for what I want to say to you today.
Therefore, it will be a rather informal and perhaps somewhat
disorganized presentation.
The thought which I want to present is the importance of
clarifying certain relationships within our domestic political life
in America, if our country is to play its proper role in the
reorganization of the world, as the result of victory in this war.
T believe that i t is possible for the United States to mahe a very
great contribution to the welfare of the world and, of coum, to
our own future. But I think that chew are obstades in the way
of this which are not yet g e n d l y recognized and to which I
want to d l attention.
T o come an directly as powible to the central point, let me
refer to the Coqndonal Committee headed by Martin Dies.
which has just received a new mandate from Conand which
dearly is intended to mntinue its work in this next crucial
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period with the same spirit in which it has worked for the past
four years. This Dies Committee is not yet understood in its full
significance by the counw. And when a Communist speaks
against the Dies Committee, this is usually interpreted as sort of
a selfdefense measure on the part of the Communist because
Dies advertises himself as the Communist-baiter par excelIenee.
But it is in no spirit oE defense of any special interests d the
Communists that I want to speak. I want to d
I your attention
to the Dies Committee in its functions as a menace to our nation
as a whole, as a poisoner of the political and intellectual life
of our country, as an agent lor propagation of the basic ideas
of Hitlerisrn, and as a menace to the future world order.
Is it redly a peculiar interest of Commuaists to combat an
institution which speaks in the name of our governmenL which
propagates the idea and mates the psychosis in the country that
puts every decent man on the defensive, if he is accused by any
Loud-mouthed demagogue of being a Communist or of associating with them? That is the situation we have in our counuy,
which is supported, endorsed and put fornard by the majority
in the House of Representatives.
k t ' s see what that means in relation to the international
problem of the United States today. American armed forces are
preparing to enter Europe, to liberate the nations odupied by
the Nazis. In each and every one of these nations we will have
to establish relations with the population we are liberating, and
in each and every one of those nations the democratic forces
of the people are organizing themselves in conscious collaboration with, and inclusion of,the Communists of those counuies.
If, in America, Communism is outlawed and made an object of
suspicion, dimhination, organized attacks by CongressionaI
committees, witch hunts, and so on, how can this country,which
has thus demonstrated a fear of a small group of Communists in
the United States, have the pro r relatiom with the peoples in
Europe where they will be de h g with strong Communist elements in those popuIationd Or, are we going to have one policy
lor our domestic life in the United States and r daerent policy
for Europe with relation to Communists?
T o make the question a little more concrete, what are we
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going to do in relation to ~ r b n c e ?Our armies m a y be in F m c e
within a few weeks. The French people are organizing their own
armed struggle a@st the Gennans today within Frame, on the
basis d an all-indusive nationslr front of the organized c o ~
tion of everyone d y to light Hitler-from extreme comervatives to Communists. The Communists are definitely included in
the organized leadership of the movement. Not that they bare
any monopoly of the leadership They are included. General
de Gaulle has just included in his Council a French Communist
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Deputy, Fernand Grenier, as the &id representative of the
French [;omnunits. It is generally agreed by coaservafive ub
servers that the French Communist Party today is the strongest
political organization within France, in the sense of an operating
organization with mass support.
Now, h can the United States of America have a correct
attitude toward that ~ t i 0 n dfront of the h c h people that
indudes the Communists if we have an organized Congressional
institu~ionbackd up by laws and public attitude which outlaws
Communism?Jt is clear we cannot. We will either have a c o r n
attitude in France (which contradicts our own attitude at home),
or (if we are consistent with our attitude at home), we will sup
press with our arms the l i ~ h t i o nmovement of the French
people, or force it to expel from its midst the organized French
Communists, which means to disrupt the whole French democ-
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Clearly, that is impossible, because even General Giraud has
now endorsed the policy of de Gaulle in the inclusion of the
Communists in the national front: and when su& conservative
representatives of France join hands with the Communists i t is
dear that the only logical answer to the situation in Fnnce is
either to deal with the Communists as a r e c q p M party of
the community there, or to substitute pure and simple military
occupation of France by American troops when we go in, and
dominate that country's affairs.
W e have the sama problem presented to us in Yugoslavia. 1
think that with Franee and Yugoslavia we can take it as estabkhed that this is typM of dl ~umpe;it is nor a pervllar
national situation in any one muntry.

,
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In Yugoslavia, we have a n i t i o d liberation movement of all former political parties, arising from within the occupied country without any help from outside, which h
hrought together all of the active forces of the pop&tion, including the Communists. They have established their
own armies that s u d u t l y fight the Nazi invaders. They have
reconquered about half of the territory of Yugoslavia. They have
set up their own Constituent Assembly to head and direct the
armies and the civil government that they set up in the reconquered territories. The head of their national government k the
same man, Ivan Ribar, who was the head of the Constituent
Assembly in 1918 that established Yugoslavia as an independent
nation. They openly include the Communists in the government
and in the leadership of the army, and, ostensibly bemuse of
that fact, General Mikhailwich has made war against this pea
ple's liberation government inside of ~ugoslavikand has -collaborated for that purpose with the Germans and the Italians.
But our government and the British Government still continue
to hold Mikhailovich as their representative inside of Yugoslavia.
Here is another example of how this anti-Communist phobia
or psychosis in the United Stata predetermines our government's
attitude toward vital questions of European policy and actually
places our government in collaboration with our national enemies, in opposition to our £riends.
I don't know that I need to present to you any evidence of the
all-inclusive popular character of that, Yugoslavian government,
set up directly by the people themselves. The newspapers have
been telhg you that Ki is a Communist affair, inspired and
instigated by Moscow aa an expmion of "Red imperialism" I
, mure you that this is not true and cite you evidence, not of
~ommunists,but of well-known nori-~om&unistsand anti-Cornmunists, including all mponsibIe Americans of YugosIavian origin, such a Louis Adamic and other men oE that type, who are
agreed on the basic facts of the situation as I have dewribmi
tbem to you, and who support the Constituent Assembly government and ics armies within YugoeIavia.
There are many people who dismiss these questions as pmb
lems which are in that field of foreign relations which should
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be dercrminid by "experts" in the government; a d they say,
"How do you expect us to have an intelligent attitude on such
problems of the inner Iife of other countries? In sa far as it has
to Be handled by Ameriar, it must be done through the 'experts'
that are put in charge by our government."
I think this has already gone far beyond the stage where it
a n be left to "experts." In the first pIace, unfortunately, most
of the "expens*' on such questions are men who are the propagators of this extreme anti4ommunisr phobia which obviously
makes impcwsible any objective, judicial handling of these allimportan t problems in Europe.
We have reached the stage today, in the evolution at exercise
of our foreign policy, when the whole country must be awakened
to the fact chat we face the possibilities of serious catastrophes
in Europe if this kind of unintelligent attitude continues to
prevd in determining the policies of our government. On many
occasions our President has given a clear lead for a correct policy.
But it is impossible for him in his pasition to conduct the whole
struggle for this policy, The citizenry generally-the rank and
fife-must take up the struggle for the correct policy that has
,been enunciated.
Today, Congress has set itself squarely against the far-sighted
policy that the Chief Executive represents. Cong"~,unless the
country speaks up on this question, has the power to sabotage.
to distort, and to defeat the policy of the President. T h e key to
the correction of this whole situation must come Emm within
rhe population of the United States, from those men who assume
ro help direct and mold the moral and political thinking of the
country. It i s impmibk' thoroughly to correct our relations
toward the democracies in Europe without simuItaneously correcting our democratic life within our own country. And, as a
national question, it is necessaty to include the clarification of
the position of Communists within the U n i t 4 States, no matter
ttow small a group they may be, as the precondition lor our
haring a correct foreign @icy fox the war atla for the reoqanim t k m of the world after the war.
Without any qualificationwhate\fw I declare that i t is lngically
inconcvivable [bat we shall havc a normal, peaceful world order
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unless we have a correct attitude toward the Communists of
every country, including our own. It is impossible to reconstruct

Europe without the conscious, organized, Mendly collabra tion
of the Communists-not merely the Communists of the Soviet
Union but the Communists of every country. And it is impossible to have that colhbration on a healthy bash if our own
political life inside the United States is based upon an irrational,
even hysterical fear of the few Communists in the United States
who are constantly misrepresented and thoroughly misunderstood.

The United States has the favest Communists of any modern
country in the world in proportion to its population. Tt has the
highest developed hysterical fear of those Communists.We have
that because there has been an organized development of that
phobia. It Bas rooted itself in the heart of our government. It
is officially represented by Martin Dies and his committee.
Unless we can have the political and moral conscience of
America awakened to the fuII significance of this question, we
cannot have any clear and accurate perspective of the proper
development of the war; and, above all, we can have no adequate
perspective of a peaceful world when this partic~tlar war is
ended.

This is a political and moral question of the first rpagnitude.
So long as we meet it by merely answering a 1 of the indictments
of Martin Dies by simple denials that the men whom he is accusing of being Communists are redly Communists: so long as
we m n tin ue that defensive attitude in which all non-Communists
Faced with the amsation of "Communist," say, "Were I to admit

that you were right, that 1 am a Communist. you would be
entitled to do anything you want to me"; so long as wc meet
it on that basis instead of a straight head-on challenge of the
whole concept that Communists must be exdudd from our
democratic Iife: so long as there is not an t~nderstandingthat
there is no freedom for any American if these same £reedoms are
denied Communists, jwi so long is this lvuntry wing to €ail to
meet the tests of this war, and more especially is it not g o i ~ ~ g
to be prepared to meet the tests of the peace.
I don't speak of any aspect of this question which is peculiar
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to the Communists. I only want to poht out that in rhis case,
as in so many cases in the past, it-just happens that the key
problem for the entire population of the earth is presented to
you h t of all as this problem: What axe you going to do about

the Communists?And. as vou decide with relation to the Communists, you later find At, step by step, you must decide it
similarly for everybdp. Once you have given one inch to the
devil of Nazism-~iven one W r to the anti-Cominterm theories
and propaganda -of ~ i t l e r - ~ o uhave smendered your whole
soul to him. You may not know it at first but before you are
through you will find that one slight aoncewion has involved
you in difficulties from which you cannot escape.
The time has come when America must biegin to really cut
itself 1from this whole elaborate structure of anri-Cornmunist phobia, which is the principal instrument whereby the
Nazis almast =me to the pint of ruling the world. Now, when
the Nazi military &rt is having its back broken, the time has
come when this Nazi moral and pycho1ogical "secret weapon"
must also be Men and purged fmm the life of Arne& and of
the world.
(Speech delivered at a Luncheon Meeting of the
Wrnnglers Club, New York, Februay rg, 1943.)

XII.

FREE THE ANTI-FASCIST
PRISONERS IN NORTH
AFRICA

question of the fate of anti-fascist prisoners in Nonh
M c a , tremendously important on its meri w, becomcs a
key
as m the whole course of the war because it has
become a symbol of United States policy in general. The democratic world is evaluating Ameria's choice as to its wartime role
by the standard of what we do with the anti-fascist prisoners in
the k t territories occupied by our armed forces.
When American and British mops occupied North Africa

THE
question
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the whole demmratic world greeted the action with unrmtrahed
enthuf am^ O n November 17 Pmident R-lt
issued his
statement calling far the releax of the anti-h&t prisonem
O n January 11, Mr. Sumner Welles for the State D e p m e n t
explained that "this p e r m is using every e m to b-

about as prompt a release of prisoners and refugee as the military situation will permit."
"The military situation" was pilaced as the obstacle to the
~ 1 4 3 1of~ the prisoners, two months after American trmp were
in M v e occupation of all French North Africa. How could
the "military situation" be injured by the ~ I e a s eof tried and
tested anti-fascist fighters? How could it be benefited by the
continued imprisonment of such men? How cwld concentration
camps for Spanish Republicans under the shadow of the Stars
and Stripes help us prosecute the war?
This question has been left unanswered. It is the first and
most glaring ambiguity of the development of Arnerimn war
policy on foreign soil. We told the world that sentimentdly we
would like to release the prisoners, but as a matm of realism
we must recognize that it may not fit in with our practical policy.
In February, following the President's return from Casablanca,
a partial adjustment was announced between these conflicting
elements in our national policy; the release of some goo prisoners,
including twenty-seven French Communist Deputies. This obviously had been sccomplished only by the tremendous pressure
of the President's personal visit to the scene ofaction. .
At the same time, however, it was announced that the main
group of prisoners and internees, numbering some 25,000 persons or more, had not been and would not be released. Among
these, a most significant group is composed of the remnants of
the Spanish Republican Army.
Why are not the Spanish anti-fascists released? When this
question was put to Secretary Hull, his wly was interpreted by
all newspaper men present as a statement that their fate was
dependent upon nept iations with Francisco Franco, fascist dictator of Spain, signer of the Axis Pact. The following day Mr.
Hull said he had been misinterpreted, but offered no further
clarification.
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Rut last week the American Ambawdor to Franar Spain
praised t h a ~fascist dictator as a "wise" man and a friend of the
United States. This throws a new d vivid light upon Mr.
Hull's uyptic statements, and requa to m i n e a sentence of Mr. Welles' statement of January iI, in which he forecasts eventual "repatriation a d release of prisonem and refugees
in North Africa." If Butcher Franm is 8uah a "wise" ruler, and
hehring of U. S. friendship and conMence, then of course our
government will consider it the natural and inevitabIe thing that
we shall negotiate the "repatriation" of these Spaniards to their
homeland into the clutches of Franeo, who has already disposed
of h m d d s of thousands of such prbners by shooting.
It is impossible to Mieve that the United Stam Government
a n bring irself to complicity in such a horrible undertaking.
The enraged conscience of all progressive mankind would bring
quick and s e v e retribution to such an act.
It remains an obvious fact, however, that the *tical
policy
being followed by the United Stata officials in North Africa
does not prevent such an outqeous crime being committed,
but would fadlitate that crime if not restrained by F h c e
in face of an outraged public opinion.
We have no kind of guarantee in American policy for the re
lease of the prisoners, but must depend upon an increased vigilance and awareness of the Ammian public, and its increasing
pressure upon Washington.
We have no guarantee in American policy, because more and
more the ddared policies of the President are being transformed
into their opposite in the course of application. The majority of
Congress has been organized against the President, around the
red-baiting program oE Martin Dies. The Copperheads are running wild. American war policy is undermined and rendered
ambiguous.
We find our nation is not only incapable of releasing the
Spanish prisoners in North Africa, despite the directive of President Roosevelt, but aIso that it is inapabIe of keeping in prison
the Nazi agent Vimeck. We bungle both ways; our emrn have
the f a d quality of keeping the anti-fascists Ioeked up and turning a Nazi fifth columnist free.
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I submir, in all modesty, that this is nor a very gmd fashion of
waging war. It doe not indicate that we have brmly set our fect
on the mad to victory in the war. The greatest task in the Uni~ed
States is still to 6ght for a correct a d e k t i v e war policy.
The most patriotic activity today for Americans, t1ereIore.
seems to me to be the fight for the liberation of the Spanish
prisoners in North Africa, immediate and unconditional libcration.
That is the first step in the fight for clear and unambiguous
war policies by o w government which would ausomatically, ax
a matter of murse and wi~hautdebale, settle such quwtions
correctly.
In a few weesk our American armies will be on the soil of
Europe striking against rhc strongholds of the main enemy.
They must be better armed politically for that task than were
tbe forces who landed in North Africa.
This is a necessity for victory in the war. I t is a necessity for
the survival of our country.

(Sfieech delivered nl Manhnttan
Center, New York, March 4, 1943.)

XIII.

A

MENACE

'rO

VICT~ORI-

ERR HII'LER and his armies are having a hard time an the
Eastern Front. Since Nov. 20 they have lost not only all
their 1942 gains, but also key points which they had held since
1941,not to speak of their crack armies at~dhuge quantities of
war materiel far exceeding the amount sent by Britain and America to the Soviet Union. This year opens, as in 1942, with the
distinct possibility for the United Nations 01 a miLitary decision over HitIerism in Europe, on condition of waging serious
coalition warfare, that is, war an both fronts, West as we11 as
East.
It must k admitted, however, that Hitler is doing better
on the diplomatic than on the military front. At the moment
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when his armies kEnre Stalingrad were being cut to pieces,
to the "genr1emen of the. West" for help
against the "menace of Bolshevism"-and the generous response
he has received must have surprised even Josef Goebbels. After
he failure of Hess' mission, 1 understand Goebbels had refused
to follow Jan V d t i a to America, but is now reconsidering his
decision.
For the House of Representatives of the United States Congress, by a three-rosne vote last month, declared its confidence
in Mahin Dies, after ,the gentleman horn Texas had again repeated.his platform of undying hostility toward the Soviet Unirrn
and toward all Americans DiendIy to the Soviet Union. The
banncr of Martin Dies is the "menace of Bolshevism." exactly
the same as the banner of Hitler. Mmtin Dies publicly pra
claims his hope for the defeat ot the Soviet Union in this ~ v a r .
The same Congress that demonstratively voted confidence in
Martin Dies just as demonstratively is expressing its Iaclc of
confidence in our war-time Commander-in-Chief. This is clearly
a luajor diplomatic victory for Hitkr. It rwtores his hopes or
staving off military defeat in 1 ~ 3 bolstels
,
up his wavering allies
and helps him consolidate his home front.
The Hitler-Dies victory in the U. S. Congress is no isol-ated
incident. It sets the key to which most American newspapers
and radio commentators have k e n singing ever since Hitlcr sent
out his latest SOS. Even the form of our debate tonight is an uncot~scious respanst. to the aims of Hitler's latest diplomatic
off ensivc.
Clcarly, thc war is at a crisia. a m;~jor ~ u r n i ~point.
~g
The
Red Army of rhc Sovici Union presca t ~ r ltrs with ~ h cpossibility
of victory this year-and we sud~let~ly
learn that excecdingIy iniiuential circles in our country arc fearful of this victory even
niai-c than they formerly were fearful of defea~
This fear of victory is creating confusion and chaos in our war
effort. It threatens LO cancel our victory at the moment that
victory comes in sight as a realistic possibility.
Fear of victory arises inevitably in aU those circles which refuse to see the Soviet Union as a long-time friend and ally of the
United States, and which have always considered the A n g b

he again appealed
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Soviet-American coalihn a mere expedient of the moment, unfortunately necessary but to be discarded at the earliest possible

moment
Xt is about time the United States Government should make
up its mind on this matter. At present the government is of two
minds; tbe President adone pIicy, Congress and a part
of the President's Cabinet an opposite policy. We are in war, a
war for survival, and we annot k h t this war half-heartedly
without inviting: defeat. It was similar half-heartedness, arising
horn the m e thought, which destroyed the French ReFublic.
If our own country annot resolve this ambiguity in the national
mind, we risk the same fate. The war is not yet won by far, and
if we are afraid of victory then surely we witl not grasp that
victory with strong hands, but would even fumble it if we could
imagine the impossible would happen and victory be handed
to us on a platter.
This fear of victory is the prduct of a phobia, an unreasoning
fear of the Soviet Unwn because that country has organized in
internal life according to a system different from our own. A
phobia is a very bad guide to policy and action. When an individual is dominated by an u m w n i n g fear, he losa his adjustment to the world of reality step by step, until U
y he is
pronounced insane and is locked up When a nation is dominated by an unreasoning fear, it loses the capacity to fdllow a
consistent policy, it confuses its friends with its enemies and
finally goes the way of Vichy France.
The fear of sharing victory with the Soviet Union is 'an example of a phobia, an unreasoning fear. It is the anti-3olshwist
phobia, the fear of Communism and the Communists. Its ab.
norma1, unreasonable character is easily demonstrated. A simple
laboratory test can be made by anyone trained in scientific thinking, a test which will be conclusive. I suggest it for your experiment.

Find among your acquaintanas the most extreme example of
this attitude of fear of the Soviet Union, if possible a man or
woman of education and culture, mined in clear thinking an
most of the af€airs of me. TaIk with that person about the international situation until you have elicited an expression of the
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current idea of fear about what "Stalin is going to do next."
Then ask a simple question: "What do you wish that Stalin
I shall do: shall he stop the Red Army at the borders of the
I Soviet Union, or shall he drive on to Berlin?''
I promise you that you will get no dear answer to this quesI tion. The p m n suffering from Communist-probiawill not even
pay any artention LO your question;h e will blandly continue to
use the two "menaces" interchangeably, first that he will go to
secondly that he will not go to Berlin, as examples of
, Berlin,
"whyt' it is "impossible to trust Stalin." If you press the question
he will become angry, and hiat you must be something of a
.Bolshevist yourself, and equally as untrustworthy as Stalin. A
reasonable question like &is is an impertinence to the man who
suffers from the red-phobia. Invariably the phobia-ridden person
becomes angry when a reasonable question is put to him requiring him to define his fear. Unreasonable fears cannot be
defined and the phobia-ridden person fights against their defmition; any fear which rejects definition is an unreasonable one,
that is to say, an insane fear.
In addition to the phobia, which is a form of insanity, there is
another fear of the Soviet Union which is a "reasonable" one,
although those who hold it also avoid revealing their reasons.
For example, all those persons who speak of the Atlantic Charter
as "globaloney,"and who wish the Uni'ted Stam to emerge from
this war as the big boss, controlling the airways of dl the world,
dispensing the "Amerian way of life" over the globe according
to the Lucean formula, absorbing the British Empire into a
greater American Empire, em.-such brazen ideologists of superimperialism are at best lukewarm in their friendship for the
Soviet Union, are not desirous of strengthening the collaboration
and alliance of our two countries, for, among other things, the
Soviet Union takes the Atlantic Charter seriousIy. One of the
first acts of Soviet power was to liberate fully the nations and
national minorities formerly enslaved by Tsarism and to build
a multi-national state of free and independent republics.
It also granted national freedom to Finland and Poland, d e
spite the anti-Soviet position of their ruling circles. Throughout
the years, when the Western democracies followed the path of
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"non-intervention" and Munichhm, it steadfastly aided and
champiwed the cause of national liberation of China, Spain,
Ethiopia and of a l I peoples. Now, as in the past, in epic deeds
and not in platonic words, the Soviet Union takes second place
to no one in hummity's fight to destroy Nazism-fasdsm, to ensure that the peoples enslaved by Hitler's Axis shall win their
national independence and have the right freely to determine
their own destiny and way of life, Yes-the Soviet Union will
surely not be "cmperative" toward those who sneer at the Charter, and openly talk of how t h y hope to rule the world after

this war.

As a mdtter of fact, it is those Americans who dream of ruling.
the world in the style of Hider who are worried about the Soviet
Union. Clearly it is not going to be easy to conquer the Soviet
Union. It was a big mistake to imagine i t p i b l e to "utilize'*
the Soviet Union to get rid of a rival for world rule, Hitler.
whiIe "utilizing" HitIer to smash the Soviet Union. Those who
reasoned thus overreached themselves; they were too clever by
far. For it simply does not work out that way in life. The Soviet
Union is growing stronger in the course of winning the war, not
weaker, And with the crash of Hitlerism will go all the dreams
of world conquest wherever such illusions may be held, even if
they are in the pretty head of a new American Congresswaman.
The plain truth is becoming evident that the Soviet M i o n has
at least as much chance of surviving this war as has Britain or
the United States. We can only choose whether we wish to
cultivate friendship or hostility toward the Soviet Union as a
major world power.
T h e United States and the U.&S.R. are allies in the common
struggle to smash Hitler and Hitlerism. The President has dedared that "the defense of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lia against w i c m is vital to the defense of the United States
of America." Yet our government still maintains diplomatic
relations with, and aids and abets HitIer's vassal, Finland. We
still send supplies to 2urd collaborate with Hitler's puppet,
Franco, who has his "Blue Divisions" on the Eastern Front and a
hostile army at the rear of our gallant troops in North Africa.
We still allow our State Department to engage in anti-Soviet
8g
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intrigues with the emigre Polish government and with fa&t
representatives from Hungary, Rumania and Austria
This is a people's war of national liberation. Our government
leaders rightly pmdairn that we am fighting for the "Century
of the Common Man," far the "Four Freedoms," for the "W11
of Rightsm-including the right of Americans of Merent creeds
and political persuasions to worship and beIieve as they wish as
they defend our country. But at the game moment the War Department is weeding out from the combat units of our army
staunch herim d t k m and Eearless anti-hckt&American
Communists. This is being done on the theory that, as Cmmunists, they are "potentially subversive." And why are they all e g e d ~"potentially subversive"? Evidently because as American
patriots they advoate and strive to promote the friendship and
collaboration of the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union in defense of
our Mmmon interests, to win the war and to defend our national
security, peace and prosperity in the post-war period
In reality what is dangerous for our national war dart today
and what is actually "potentially subversive" is the &ink@ of
those army officials who are responsibIe for segregating American
Communists in the army into labor amps and nonambatant
duty. For behind this attitude toward Communists in the army
lurk the shadow of Munichism and the hopes af certain profascists to break America's relations with the U.S.S.R.. to switch
America's role in this war, as Goebbeb calls for, from an ally to
an enemy of the Soviet Union.
The defeat of Hitler opens up, inevitably, a new expansion in
the world of what Lincoln described as "government of h e
people, by the people, for the people." Them will be less, not
ahore, of rule wer one people by another. We may reasonably
hope that the promise of the Atlantic Charter, of selfdetexminatim and self-government for all peoples, wiU be realized in life
by all nations without another long period of indefinite postponement. We may reawnably have that hope, based on victory
over the Axis, because when imperialist domination over nations
and peoples in its H i t l b n form is mashed, then the peoples
everywhere will demand self-gwemment. The Atlantic Charter
p i n s its chief importan= as an ofiial registration of this basic
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politid fact. The Soviet Union is only an advanced expre~aion
of the geniw for seIf-pemment that is rising among most
peoplesl not excepting the United States.
In sucb a post-war world what has the United States to fear
of a strong Soviet Union? Nothing whatever, wen though one
conceives of our country being wedded to mpitalism as thoroughly as the Soviet Union is to d a l i s m . For the Soviet Union
is fundamentally basad upon tbe prinupIe of selfdetermination
of nations, and ita inner organization prevents the rise of any
m v e form within it directed against the rest of the world.
Some commentators have professed to see the germs of future
1
c o d i d between the U. S. and the Soviet Union in the m n t
siruation in YugosIavia. That would be strange, indeed, regardless d the opinions one might hold about the inner problems
of Yugdavia. It is not a fact that the Soviet Union is iutervmiq in Yuplavia, but, d
g that ehafge were m e , upon
what grounds would the U. S. object to it? The German Nazis
have invaded that country and its fonner government has fled
abroad. Why should not the Soviet Union strike the Nazis
wherever they can be reached, and in whatever form the Soviet
Union finds convenient? Ta that not what the U.S. is doing in
North Mica, and expects to do soon in Western Europe? Or do
we expect to deny to our Swiet Ally the same belligerent rights
which we most jealously m e m e for ourselves, the right to strike
the enemy where and how we think it is most efEective? Do w e
still insist that the Soviet Union is ""permitted"to fight the Nazis
only within Soviet borders? Is it only the U. S. and Britain that
can search out the enemy?
But the real issue in Yugoslavia is more serious, and throws a
bad light upon our~eIve3,not on the Soviet Union. Within
Yugoslavia the people have been rising up and fighting against
the Axis occupationhts. They have rendered great sewices by
this to the United Nations. But they have had to fight not only
the Germans and Italians, not only the Quisling Nedich government. but also General Drazha Mikhailovich and bis Chetniks
supportid 'by the Royal Government-in-Exile in London. Mikhailovich has been helping to slaughter his own countrymen,
in mopration with the Axis, and has refused to fight the Axis.
$4

I

But London and Washirigton have supported, and continue LO
support, Mikhailovich. Here is no longer an h u e of which
person8 or classes might be prefemed in the g w m w t of a
country which is fighting the common enemy; it is an ime
where we are supporting persons who are treasonably collaborating with the enemy.
The Yugoslavian people, in the midst of struggle against the
Nazi invaders, have set up their own government through a
Constituent Assembly representative of a11 political parties of
mass follou~ing;they have installed elected oi3icials in all areas
regained from the Nazis; they have buiIt their army up to goo,ofm
soldiers; they have armed themselves with material seized from
the invaders. They have invited the U. S. and Britain to send
official observers to their territories to confirm their status, and
receive the proof of the treason of Mikhailovich.
If she United States continues to support the traitor Mikhailovich, and refuses recognition to the Yugosiavian people's
government and army, then I fear very much not only for the
post-war period but even more for the victory itself. This is not
a mere difference of opinion with the leaders of the Soviet Union.
This is a policy which curs the United States off from all contact
with the broadest democratic people's movement of the whole
of Europe. It is an extension to the whole continent, as a deliberate policy, of the previously.established appeasement of Franco
in Spain, Mannerheim in Finland, Pdtain in France. It threatens
to emerge soon in a new scheme, being hatched behind the
scenes, for U.S. sponsorship of a restored Greater Austria under
Prince Otto of Hapsburg.
If this kind of policy becomes established as the pdicy of the
United States Government in the prosecution of the war, then
victory is a long way off and m a n y disasters will intervene. Then,
too, our alliance with the Soviet Union will not become closer,
but, on the contrary, will become more and more strained. There
would arise the dire possibility that we could lose the war, wen
wrhile the Soviet Union is winning it. And, in such a case, the
Soviet Union w 4 be the representative of the demomatic mass
movement of Europe, and the United States will have cast its lot
with the second-hand fascists, the seedy a r i s t m c y and the reac-

.
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tionary unprincipled pro6tgrabbera of Europe. la that ase the
Swiet Union will have the sound moral position before the
peoples of the world, and the United States will bave sold its
birchright for a mess of pottage.
That h the only muse of development which could bring a
serious dash of policy between the Swiet Union and the United
States. But that is also a awhich would be a betrayal of the
United States itself.
President Romevelt has indicated a line of policy bsed
squarely on the Atlantic Charter, and the consolidation of the
.4ngI&wiet-Amerhn alliance at the head'of the United Nations. H e is @hting for this policy. But in Congress and in his
cnvn Executive deparunenta he faces powerful opposition from
apand Copperheads. He is at times forced to remeat
before them. Therefore the United States war policy b not
r~ecureand stable. It is ambiguous. This is the greatest danger
for our country in this war. This the great danger for the
p t - w a r period. It is the danger of defeat -ugh
lack of
moral strength.
1 am not one of those, 'however, who becomes pessimistic
bemuse of the many dangers through which our country is now
passing. The appeasers and Copperheads have strength in the
pernment only to the d e w that they have bee? able to
camouflage their m e policy and intentions before the country.

They have been su-ful
in their camodhgc 80 far ~ n l y#mm
lack of aggressive leadership frrrm the President's lieutenants and
from the organizations of l a b r and the people. Everyone had
fallen into the bad habit of depending upon the President to do
everything. But the President is running a great war effort, and
has not had time and energy for the domestic political auuggIe,
That has k e n the Achilles' heel of American democracy in the
war period. It is a weakness tht am and must be nemedied.
When the larger issues are once clearly placed before the pee
ple, there is not the slightest doubt that in their overwhelming

majority they will firmly suppmt the poLi$es of RamweIt, of
the Atlantic Charter, of the United Nations. of the Anglo-SovietAmerian coalition. And that will bring us victory, with a postwar world in which, whatever its problems, there will be no
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debate whatrr.er a bout imaginary qucsrions. born of unreason
able fear, such as that we are debating tonight.

(Speech &lhrmed befom the Yale Political
Union, Y a k University, March 3, ~gpg.)

XIV, THE CARROT .
4 T H~ E ~
CLUB, OR THE COPPI~RHEAD CABAL

v

ICTORIES over Hitler's armies by the forces of the Soviet
Union have, since November eo, reached such proportio~~s
as to astonish the world In loo days Hitler lost all ground he
gained in 1942, plus decisive strategic points, railways, and much
territory held since 1941. not to speak of over a miIlion of his
best soldiers, thousands of planes, tanks and heavy artillery, and
untold q u a n t i t i ~of war materiel. For the United Nations r i c tory was bmt~ghtwithin reach.
The appeaser a d Copperhead newspapers of the United States
during these months of the Red A r m y advaace have quickly
descended fmm heights of enthusiasm for the defense of Stal ingrad; with Soviet victory a few more degrees of &ill came over
them: until in the early part of March they burst into a veritable
orgy of recrimination and abuse against our Ally who is winning
victories for us.
It eeems as tbough that part of reactionary Big Business which
expresses its views in the defeatist press srtands in deadIy fear of
victory, when it is won through the Rcd h y - a fear which is
more vocal, more unrestrained, than their Ear of a victory for
Hider,
The Copperhead Cabal has stepped into the open m do ~7h;lt
it can to avoid the dread possibility that Hitler might be crushed
in 1943. Their desperate outmies are directed to prevent' the
opening of the Western European Front by the British-American
forces wbieh, by dividing Hitler's armies between two fronts,
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wiil quickly bring tllu Nazi "New Order" down in ruins and
defeat.
Before I analyze this sortie of the Copperheads, penuit me to
state for the record that I predict their failure. The logic of
events, the great offensive of the Red Army, the rising movements
in the Axis-occupied countries, and the growing sentiment of
the masses of the people in the United States and Britain for
invading Europe without delay, bring the opening of the Second
Front yarer. Any other course is suicidal for the demwratic
governments of the West.
Our American Copwrhearis are, however, obsessed by a suicidal mania akin to that which dominated the "sou fainilics"
i
n F
Inicrcsr iilgly enough, they found their l'rankest
voice during these criicial days within the oficial family of our
President, in the ~ X I - W I of
I William C. Bullitt, formerly Ambassador to the Soviet Union and France, and now Special Assistant
to the Secretary of the Navy, the man who wilI be remembered

in history as an aecompIice of Munich and as the negutiator of
the surrender of Paris to the Nazis without a fight.
Mr. Buliitt Hted the diplomatic veil to give w a hint of the
red discussions going on in Washington behind the scenes. Let
us examine his words as reported by the United Press March I n :
'When a foreign government will not move in the direction
'in which we want it to move then there is only one wa to make
it move-the old way of gettin a donke to move by olding a
m o t in hont of its nose an dub be 'nd his tail, and intimating politely to him that he can have either one he wanu, And
the carrat has to be a real carrot and the dub has to be a real
dub. . . . But the day that Germany collapses we shall still have
on our hands a war with a -a hard war which may be long
-and the Swiet Union WI 1 e at peace and we shall want Soviet
" " P P a j aimt Ja an. Un&r those circumstances . the real
camt an the rea dub will be in the hands of Stalin."

a
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Doea this pretty little parable require any interpretation? It is
dear enough, but anyway let us put it in plain English. Mr.
BuHitt wants "a foreign government" (the Soviet Union) to do
something it has not agreed to do. That "'something" is not
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disclosed, but is hinted at. The "carrot" held More the Soviet
"donkey" a n obviously be nothing else but the Second Front in
Europe; the " d u b with equd obviousness can only be the withholding of the Second Front, plus perhap the cutting down or
off of lend-lease supplies. Mr. bull it^ sees in the collapse of Hitler a terriile danger to the Uniteu States-the loss of "the
carrot and rhe dub," Mr. Bullitt proposes that the United
States shall refuse to fight the war against Aitler any further,
despite its pledge oE.the "Declaration of the United Nations"
and the June I I , 1g4g, agreement on the "opening of the second
front in 1942," and the repeated declarations aE President Roosevelt for the offensive-unless and until the Soviet Union promises
to do somethmg they have not yet p r o m i d to do. In short,
Mr. Bullitt demands "renegotiation" of the AngleSoviet-American c d i t i o n upon a new and undisdosd basis. The short term
for such "renegotiation"is renege, and the name for persons who
make such proposals k renegade.
Mr. Henry A. Wallace, our Vice-PIeideilt, has another word
for it. He $IS
it doubk-cross, and warns that out of such
double-dealing can emerge a Third IVarld War. But even Mr.
Wallace, despite his obvious p d faith and sincere alarm about
the intrigues going on around him, showed in his speech at the
Ohio Weskyan University, March 8, that he also is weakening
under the pressure of !he Copperhead Cabal; gone was the inspiring thesis of his May 8, tgqa, speech on f i e "Century of the
Common Man," with its tracing of the "people's revolution"
across the centuries, and in its place a muddled phbophicai
jargon of abstractions unrelated to history and the experience of
mankind.
Our American Ambassador in Moscow. Admiral Standley, is a
dose friend of Mr. Bullitt (and also of Hamilton Fish). In
the light of Mr. Bullitt's thesis of "the m o t and the club," we
ran better understand "the bluff Admiral," ht sensational
charges made in the newspapers that the Soviet Government
'%ides" American help from the people, and that he doesn't
know what the Russians are talking a b u t when they speak of
a Second Front.
Mr. IVelles for the State Department declared that the Am89

bassador had spoken without consultation. From Moscow the
,Qdmiral confirmed that he had expressed his w n a l opinion,
not his government's policy.
Unquestionably, the Soviet Gavemment will draw its own conclusions fmm.all this. Of one thing, however, we may be sure
from past experience. The Swiet leaders never allow themselves
to I
x provoked; they have had their experience with BUllitt before this, and "have his number." They know that B U t t has
done lots of damage, but he has never called hturn of history;
he always bets on the wrong horse. The Soviet Government will
forgive us for the antia uf our BuUitts and Standleys, the moment we make good on our pledged propam of the Second Front
and real coalition war to break Hider's back this year.
There are, of course, the most serious dangers inherent in this
light-minded playing with the fate of the world. We cannot
laugh oE the Bullitts and the Standleys, when such a substantial
organ of ruling class opinion as the New Ymk Times v a d a t e s
from week to week, plumping for the "carrot and dub" thesis
and then demanding the immediate opening of the Second
Front, as it is torn between prejudiw and patriotism, between
greed and g o d faith.
Mr. Nwille Chamberlain in his day had a slightly different
version of "the carrot and c l u b thesis. Mr. Bullitt's aype of
wisdom, brraved, from Chamberlain, will suffer even quicker
bankruptcy and oblivion. H e made the fatal mistake of revealing his face to the American people. And Americans have never
knowingly followed a double-crosser and renegade in a mitical
tnoment of national history. They wilI reject Mr. BulJitt with
his carrot and his dub today.
We can trwt our Soviet ally, bemuse it has sealed its pledges
with the blood of millions, It is now our turn to win Soviet
confidence in the United States by demonstrating equal g o d
faith.
The AngloSoviet-American coalition is based upon the pledge
of a common war with all human and materia1 resour- against
Hitlerism.
The Soviet Union is conducting that war with a l l resources.
The United States and Britain still engage not more than
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elwen divisions of Nazi troops In Nor& Africa, while Hider
continues to shift mmps and equipment from the West to the
Soviet front. (Since the start of the Soviet winter o&nsive
alone, Hitla has transferred over thirty divisions from France
and other Western points to the Eastern frontJ
The supreme interests of victory, the honor of our country,
as well as its vital interests, demand the immediate opening of
the Second Front.
A doubla-cmss of the Soviet Union is at the same time -son
to the United States.
Now, as never b e h , it is imperative for labor and the people
to mganize the matit active support for the deJared program
of our Commander-in-Chief to strike soon and hard against the
Nazis in Western Europe!
The Second Front rntrsd be opened mow!
(The Communist, A@,

~gqg.)

XV. THE EHRLICH-ALTER
CONSPIRACY IN
UNITED STATES

1 WISH to speak about the Ehrlich-Alrer

THE

case

in the United

stat-

This case originates in a conspiratorial dart of Amqrkn citizens, otganized on American soil, to overthrow the gweromem
of the Soviet Union, an Ally of the United States, at a momenr
when our own gwernment has dedared the defense of the Soviet
Union is vital to the national interests of the United States.
The Government of the United States had pledged iwlf to the
Sovier Union, in the agreement of December, 1983, that it would
prevent the operation from United States mil of any organhation
directed toward the overthrow of the government of the Sovier
Union. But the U. S. Goverpment bas closed its eyes 40 this
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conspiracy, has tolerated its continued operations, and now permits a mass campaign in this country in defense of the mnrpiratorid agents who were apprehended and executed in the Soviet
Union.
We do not know the evidence upon which a Soviet court condemned Ehrlich and Alter. But we have enough evidence of the
conspiracy in the United States, of which EhrIich and Alter were
agents, to 1~3nhmthe findings of the Soviet court.
If Ehrlich and Alter were true to the teachings and decisions
of those men in the United States who are their sponsors, then
we know that they were as guilty as Benedict Amold. And
their American sponsors testify publicly t h a ~their agents were
zrue to them.
A chief leader of the antiSoviet conspiracy in the United Stateu
is a certain Mr. N,Chanin. This gentleman operates as a leader
of the m l l e d "Jewish Labor Committee." For years he has
collected money in this country to be used for secret conspiratorial work inside the Soviet Union. What was the nature of that
secret work? Mr. Chanin has himself described it, writing in the
magazine Friend, issue of January, 1942:

'Thelast shot was not ye1 h d . It will still be fired. And the
last shot will,be fired from free America-and from that shot the
Stalin regime, too, will be shot to pieces."
Mr. Chanin was expressing the pnlitical line of the S d Democratic Federation of the United States. This line was publicly expressed in a detailed thesis, published under date of July
I , 194I , in a pamphlet entitled Hfor Aims, Pence Terms, and the
World After the War, by the Rand School Press. It is signed by
lcacling members of the Sadal-Democratic organizations of
ernigrd Germans, Austriarw and Russians, as well as by the Americans, all long associated with every eflort to overthrow the %
viet Government. The central thought of this declaration is
the destruction of the Srwiet Union. It calk for the desuzlction
oE the Soviet Gover~~~nent
in the course of the war; in case that
government "should survive the war," it demands preparations
For removing this "source of danger" by the "armed force" of
Britain and Amcricq; i t Iinks the Sor~ietU n i o ~wit11
~ Nazi Ger92
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many as equaUy "toralitarian @mes"; it declares for a new
League of Nations to which Russia shall be admitted "once she
has been freerf from totditarian d e . "
This group ofAmerian conspi~atora,with their allies fmm the
emigration, appointed as their representativa in the Soviet
Union MEhrlich and Alter, and heavily hanced them
through the channels of the Palish g~~mment-in-exik
which
are most extremely a n t i m e t and antisemitic Thew agenu,
Ebrlich and Alter, were infomed that "the Stalin regime, tw,
w i l l be shot m pieces," and that the "last shot will be fired from
free America."
arid decisions
Evidently Ehrlich and Alter took the
of their paymasters in New York at their face value, and tried
10 put them into action.
But weryone who goes into the Sov~etUnion for the p q e
of destroying the Soviet Government is in grave danger of being
himself destroyed. That is what 'happened to Ehrlich and Alter,
in company with a few million Nazis and their Rumanian, Finnish, Hungarian, Italian and Spanish vassals.
The Government of the United States h d,dare.d that America's national interests also lie in preserving the Soviet Government from all the current attempts to destroy it. Our country
is devoting a few billion dollars in lend-lease materials to
out that declaration, we signed the Pact of the United Nations,
we pledged to open the Second Front.
But Mr.Chanin, together with Mr. Dubinsky, Mr. Abe Cahan,
and others of Russian origin who think they should rule the Soviet peoples from alar, from New York, raise a gre'at howl h u t
the lost3 of their w o agents inside the Soviet Union They organize "protest meetings," denounce the Soviet Government in
the most unmeasured and daaderous terms, a d even inveigle a
few misguided governmental figures to lend their names to this
outrageous campaign.
It wouId be we11 to recall that these syne gentlemen put up a
protest even more unconditional in defense of Mr. Leon Trotsky.
They were the defenders of Zinoviw, Bukharin, Tukhacbevsky,
and the rest of the "fifth column" in the Soviet Union, whose extermination deprived Hitler of his Quislings. Now they defend
'

9s

Ehrlich and Alter in the

same

terms, though without the same

energy and confidence.

And how do they "defend their two agents? D o they say that
Ehrlieh and AIter in the Soviet Union were actually helping the
Red A r m y win their glorious triumphs which saved world civilization from destruction? They do not daxe make such a claim,
for it would fly in the face of aLt their own declarations.
Do .they daim that the Soviet Uniw is not intelligent enough
to know its friends from iu e n d , and that it executed the
wrong men? They do not dare make such a claim, for they themselves axe not friends but enemis of the Soviet Union.
What they really my. bailed down to its essence, is to'claim
for their agents in the Soviemnion the status of "extra-territorial rights" accorded to Ambassadors, together with the right,
not accorded to any one, wen Ambasadom, of organizing w
overthrow the Govmment of the Sovier Union in the midst of
lifeanddeath war,
Senator Mead Ioaned his name to the Chanin-Dubinsky-Cahan
conspiracy in connection with a public meeting last Friday.
Mayor La Guardia did the same. Several labor leaders also allowed themselves to be smeared with the mud of this political
undenvorld. Of course, none of these men Imow Ehrlich and
Alter as anything but names. None of them h a been told that
Ehrlich and Alter were working in the Swiet Union to piepare
"the last ahotW-to come from America-by which rhe "Stalin
regime" was to be "shot to piem." None of them speaks for
the Amerimn,tmde unions in expressing hatility to the Soviet
Union.
It is not my roIe to speak here in defense of the Soviet Union.
Our great Ally needs no defense from me. 1 speak in defense of
my own country,'the United States, which is more endangered
by chis miserable conspiracy hatched on its soil than is the Soviet
Union. For it is a conspiracy against the United Nations, agaimt
victory itself.
Let me ask Senator Mead, Mayor La Guardia, and k responsibIe Iabor leaders who fell into the antiSoviet net of conspiracy, to turn for inspuation rather to Thomas JefFerson. If
they have no personal knowledge of Ehrlich and Alter, and they
94
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have nor, they could at least have maintained the p i t i o n J e e son tmk when he f a d the campiracy of Aaron Burr, the traitm
who had even more respectable friends than ~ l i c and
h Aiter.
Jefferson toId us how to handle such conspirams in the following immortal wards:
"I did wish to see these people get what they deserved; and
under the maxim of the law itself, that inter arrna silent leges,
that in an encampment expectihg daily attack from a powerful
enemy, self-preservation t paramount to all law. I expected that
instead of invoking the forms d Law to cover traitors, all
citizens would have concurred in securin them. Should we ave
ever gained our Revolution, if we h bound our hands by
manacles of the law, not only in the beginning, but in any part
of the revolutionary conflict?" (Writings, Vol. XIX, p. 183.)
In the case of Ehrlich and Alter, there is no reason to deplore
their execution, except upon the part of those who share their
aim to destroy the Soviet Union and its sodalist system.
The whole demmtic world has reason to rejoice that the
socialist state has always had the courage to strike hard and accurately and ruthlessly at its counter-revolutionary conspirators.
But there is reason to deplore the rise of antiSoviet agitation
in the United States. This agitation comes at a moment when
the whole war is at a turning point. The Nazi armies are king
whittled down, pushed back, and prepared for the final blow of
destruction, by the amazing heroism and fighting capacity of the
Red A r m y and the genius of itir leadership headed by Starin.
Hem GoebbeZs made his frantic appeal to the "gentremen of the
Mrest" who understand "the menace of Bolshevism." Tbe New
York Times and William C. Bullitt have hunched their campaign for the "carrot and club" method of dealing with the &
viet Union, and openly threaten to carry America to the side
of Hitler. The hullabaloo about Ehrlich and Alter is a part of
this response of the appeasers and defeatists to delay the Second
Front and to prepare the $round for negotiations with Hitler.
It is a part of the preparations for what Vim-President Wallace
warned against as a "double-cross"of the Soviet Union.
The people and Government of the United States, however,
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have learned the 1-n
that the Soviet Union is not our enemy,
as the antidoviet agitators uy to make it appear, but on the contrary the p a t country of socialism i s our natural ally, and all
the stronger our ally bemuse it is a midist country.
The p p l e of the United States do not want any "protests"
to our great Soviet Ally, but they want expressions of deep
hiendship and appmciation lor the immeasurable benefits the
Soviet Union has conferred tlpon us by a a b i n g thc N a z i armies,
and saving the world from Hitler domination.
'The people of the United States want to have lathing to do
with anyone who conspires to overthrow the Soviet Government;
on the contrary it wants a long-term trcaty of alliance and friendship between the Soviet Government and our own, it wants a real
coalition war.
For this, however, it is necessary to clean out the Ehrlich-Alter
conspiracy fmrn -4merican soil. For this conspiracy is directed
toward breaking the Kngl&Swiet-American coalition.
The furttre of our country, and of the ~vorld,is at stakc.
(Speech delivered at Apeoioion Munor,
Brookiyn, N. Y., April I , 1943.)

ISCOMMUNISM A, MENACE?

'WAGE. N I C Y IN WAR PRQDUCTfON

